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Abstract
This thesis discusses the kinematic calibration of the constraining linkage of a four degrees of
freedom parallel manipulator. The manipulator has hybrid actuation of joints and wires, however
the wires are not considered in this calibration. Two of the passive joints of the manipulator
contain sensing so the calibration of the constraining linkage can be considered.

Four kinematic models are developed for the manipulator. For each of these models, an
independent set of model parameters are identified through an analysis of the augmented
identification Jacobian matrix.

Three different methods for formulating the augmented

identification Jacobian matrix are explored.

For the calibration, an optical tracking system is used to track the end-effector of the manipulator.
The procedure to collect the calibration data is explained and the sources of error are considered.
To further analyze the sources of error, simulated input data is created and the calibration using
the experimental data and the simulated data are compared.

In an attempt to improve the calibration, the selection of measured poses to be used for
calibration is explored. Several different pose selection criteria have been proposed in the
literature and five are evaluated in this work. The pose selection criteria were applied to the
experimental manipulator and also a simulated two degrees of freedom manipulator. It is found
that the pose selection criteria have a large impact when few poses are used; however the best
results occur when a large number of poses are used for the calibration.
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An experimental calibration is carried out for the manipulator. Using the joint encoders and the
kinematic model, the expected pose of the end-effector is calculated. The actual pose is measured
using a vision tracking system and the difference between the actual and expected pose is
minimized by adjusting the model parameters using a nonlinear optimization method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In a general sense, calibration is the process of adjusting parameters precisely for a particular
function. In the case of calibrating robot manipulators, the function of the calibration is to
improve the accuracy of the manipulator by adjusting the parameters of a mathematical model. A
manipulator is a kinematic chain of links connected together by joints. Manipulator accuracy is
the error, in task space, between the desired end-effector position and orientation (pose) and the
actual end-effector pose achieved by the manipulator. Modern robotics demand manipulators
which can be accurately moved to any pose within their workspace. In the past, manipulators
were taught poses in task space by hand so repeatability was important and not accuracy.
Repeatability is the ability for the manipulator to return to the same pose multiple times with
minimal error.

The accuracy of the manipulator can never exceed the repeatability of the

manipulator.

1.1 Problem Definition
There are three main levels of manipulator calibration (Roth et al. 1987, Everett et al. 1987). The
most basic level is joint level calibration which considers each joint independent of the rest of the
manipulator. The goal of joint level calibration is to identify a correct relationship between the
joint transducer signal and the joint displacement. The second level is kinematic (or geometric)
calibration which considers the geometry of the manipulator. The goal of kinematic calibration is
to determine the relationship between joint displacements and the end-effector pose based on the
geometry of the manipulator. Kinematic calibration is the main focus in the following chapters of
this thesis. The third level is non-kinematic (or non geometric) calibration.

This level of

calibration involves any factors which influence the accuracy of the manipulator not considered
1

in the previous two levels of calibration. Some common types of non-kinematic calibration are
gear backlash and joint/link compliance.

The manipulator calibration procedure consists of four steps (Roth et al. 1987, Mooring et al.
1991). Step 1 is to construct a model. For joint level calibration, this is a model which maps the
output from the joint displacement sensor to the position of the joint. For kinematic calibration,
this is a model which maps the output of the joint displacement sensors and the end-effector pose
using geometric parameters. For calibration it is preferable that the model be complete,
continuous, and minimal. The model is complete if it includes all of the major factors affecting
the mapping. The completeness of the model dictates the maximum accuracy that will be
achievable after calibration. It is preferable for the model to be continuous so that the parameters
can be successfully identified. A continuous model allows for a small physical change to be
represented by a corresponding small change in the value of the model parameters.

The normal operation of a manipulator requires a certain number of measured parameters to be
able to determine the pose of the end-effector (typically the joint displacements). Step 2 is to take
additional measurements beyond those required for normal operation. For joint level calibration,
this would typically involve measuring the actual joint displacement as well as the output from
the joint displacement transducer. For kinematic calibration, this typically involves measuring
the pose of the end-effector along with the joint displacements. Common measuring devices used
for kinematic calibration are coordinate measuring machines, laser interferometry, calibration
fixtures, or a camera based system.

2

Step 3 is to use the measurements to identify the parameters in the model. This step is generally a
nonlinear multivariable minimization problem. The parameters are adjusted so that the model
better matches the measurements taken. For kinematic calibration, the kinematic parameters are
typically adjusted so that there is a minimum amount of error between the end-effector pose
measured using an external device and the end-effector pose calculated using the measured joint
displacements and the kinematic model.

Step 4 is to apply the model with the identified parameters to compensate for the errors in the
controller of the manipulator. If the model used by the controller can be adjusted then the
identified parameters can be entered directly into the controller. Many industrial manipulators do
not allow for the model used in the controller to be modified. In this case errors in the controller
can be compensated for by either modifying the input to the controller or the output from the
controller. This allows for the accuracy of manipulators with closed source controllers to be
improved through calibration.

In this thesis, the first three steps of the calibration are discussed in detail: modelling,
measurement, and identification. These three steps are completed for the kinematic calibration of
the constraining linkage of a four degrees of freedom wire-actuated parallel manipulator.

3

Figure 1.1: Four Degrees of Freedom Manipulator

1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of some of previous works which relate to the work done in
this thesis. The following chapters are organised based on the three steps required for calibration:
modelling, measurement, and parameter identification.

The modelling step is completed in Chapters 3 and 4. Four kinematic models of different
complexity are developed in Chapter 3. Each of these four models may contain parameters which
are dependent on each other. For each of the models, the dependencies are determined in Chapter
4

4 based on an analysis of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix. This allows for an
independent set of parameters to be used for the calibration.

The measurement step is completed in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 describes the experimental
apparatus and procedure used to obtain the measurements. Chapter 6 explores the idea that
certain sets of poses used for calibration will have better results than other sets. Five different
criteria are used to select the poses and are applied to the experimental manipulator as well as a
simpler two degrees of freedom manipulator in a simulation.

Chapter 7 discusses the identification of the parameters. This is done using the experimental
measurements for all four kinematic models. In order to analyze the effect of the different
sources of measurement error, the calibration is also simulated and the appropriate noise is added.
Noise from the joint encoders, joint backlash, and pose measurement accuracy are included in the
analysis.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 General
Early robots were taught each position and orientation (pose) by moving the end-effector into the
correct pose and saving the joint displacements that correspond to the pose. The manipulator
would then operate by moving between these saved poses. Repeatability is defined as: to make,
do, or perform again (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2009). In the context of robotics,
repeatability is the amount of error when the end-effector of the manipulator is moved to the same
location. As long as the manipulator has a suitable repeatability it will be able to successfully
perform the desired task if it is taught the necessary poses.

Modern robotics demands systems that do not have to be hand taught to reach a specific pose.
The end-effector needs to be able to move to any pose within the workspace. Accuracy is defined
as: degree of conformity of a measure to a standard or a true value (Merriam-Webster Dictionary,
2009). The accuracy of a manipulator in a specified pose is the error between the desired pose and
the actual pose of the end-effector. In order to achieve a high level of accuracy the physical
properties of the manipulator must be known, so that an appropriate mapping can be created from
the sensors (such as joint encoders) to the end-effector pose. The physical properties can be
determined in two ways.

The first is to construct the manipulator with a high degree of

manufacturing precision. This method becomes prohibitively expensive as the desired accuracy
is increased. An alternate method for obtaining the physical parameters is calibration.
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In robot calibration the function of the calibration is to improve the accuracy of the manipulator
by adjusting the parameters of a mathematical model. There are three main levels of robot
calibration: joint level, kinematic (or geometric), and non-kinematic (or non-geometric) (Roth et
al. 1987, Everett et al. 1987). Joint level calibration considers each joint independent of the rest of
the manipulator. The goal of joint level calibration is to identify a correct relationship between the
joint transducer signal and the joint displacement. Kinematic calibration considers only the
kinematics of the manipulator. The goal of kinematic calibration is to determine the relationship
between the joint displacements and the end-effector pose in task space based on the geometry of
the manipulator. Non-kinematic calibration involves any factors which influence the accuracy of
the manipulator not considered in the previous two levels of calibration such as flexibility and
gear backlash.

Robot calibration typically consists of four steps: modelling, measurement, parameter
identification, and implementation of the identified parameters (Roth et al. 1987, Mooring et al.
1991). The modelling step maps the inputs, such as joint displacements, to outputs, such as the
end-effector pose. The measurement step requires measurements to be made, such as the endeffector pose, so that the model can be improved. The identification step adjusts the parameters so
that the model better fits the measurements. The implementation step applies the updated model
to better control the manipulator.

A variety of kinematic models which have been used are discussed in Section 2.2. Selecting an
independent set of parameters from the kinematic model is discussed in Section 2.3. The selection
of an optimal set of poses to be used for the calibration is discussed in Section 2.4. The
7

identification of the calibrated parameters is discussed in Section 2.5. Several overviews of robot
calibration are given by: (Roth et al. 1987), (Ziegert and Datseris, 1988), and (Hollerbach, 1988).

2.2 Kinematic Modelling
It has been shown that the kinematic parameters generally have the largest influence on the
accuracy of the manipulator. The effect of kinematic and non-kinematic factors will vary from
one manipulator to the next depending on its layout and construction. Non-kinematic factors
have been shown to generally account for 10% of the total error in solid link manipulators
(Renders et al. 1991).

Typical calibration approaches require the model to be: complete, continuous, and minimal
(Everett et al. 1987, Mooring et al. 1991, Schroer et al. 1997). For a model to be complete, it must
capture enough of the physical properties of the system within a given tolerance. For example, a
kinematic model should fully model the kinematics of the system but does not model the nonkinematic factors such as flexibility.

Adding flexibility to the model would make it more

complete, however it is not necessary if the kinematic model provides a high enough level of
accuracy. Omitting an important kinematic parameter however would result in a model that is not
complete and will result in decreased accuracy after kinematic calibration. The majority of
identification algorithms are gradient based methods which require the model be continuously
differential. In order for the identified parameters to be correctly calculated, it is important that
the model is minimal. A minimal model contains no dependant sets of parameters. The number of
parameters required for a minimal kinematic model of a serial manipulator can be calculated by:
(Everett et al. 1987, Ziegert and Datseris 1988, Mooring et al. 1991, Schroer et al. 1997)
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N  4R  2P  6

(2.1)

where: N is the number of parameters required, R is the number of revolute joints, and P is the
number of prismatic joints. Many different modelling approaches have been applied to kinematic
modelling of parallel manipulators. Modelling from one joint to the next can take place as in a
serial manipulator however, due to the closed loops, additional constraint equations must be
satisfied (Everett and Lin 1988, Hollerbach 1989).

2.2.1 Four Parameter Models
Four parameter models provide a minimal representation of the transformation from one link to
the next in an idealised kinematic model (Hollerbach, 1988). One of the most common kinematic
modelling systems used in robotics is the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters (Denavit and
Hartenberg 1955, Paul 1981, Craig 1986, Everett et al. 1987, Ziegert and Datseris 1988, Notash
and Podhorodeski 1997, Schroer et al. 1997, Varziri and Notash 2007, Horne and Notash 2008).
Using the DH convention, coordinate systems are assigned to each link. The transformation from
one coordinate system to the next is then accomplished using four parameters. One of the
parameters is the joint displacement and the other three are fixed and based on the geometry.
Each of the parameters represents a basic translation or rotation that is combined sequentially to
move from one coordinate system to the next. The parameters are: θ (rotation about the z or joint
axis), d (translation along the z axis), a (translation along the x axis, also known as common
normal), α (rotation about the x axis).

For calibration, the DH parameters are not suitable when consecutive joints are parallel or near
parallel (Everett et al. 1987, Roth et al. 1987, Hollerbach 1988, Ziegert and Datseris 1988,
Schroer et al. 1997, Varziri and Notash 2007). When the joints are nearly parallel, a small change
9

in orientation can result in a large change in the location of the common normal between the
joints. The parameter identification problem becomes ill-conditioned in this case.

In order to overcome the difficulty in using the DH parameters for parallel joints, a modification
was proposed by Hayati (1983). These modified DH (MDH) parameters use the same reference
frames and conventions as the DH parameters with one exception. The parameter d in the DH
system is not used and the parameter β (rotation about the y axis) is added in the MDH system.

Like the DH parameters, the MDH parameters are also a minimal representation of the
transformation from one link to the next. Although the MDH parameters can be used for joints
which are parallel or near parallel they are ill-conditioned when the joints are perpendicular or
near perpendicular. This means that MDH parameters do not replace but compliment the DH
parameters. The correct set of parameters can be chosen based on the orientation of each of the
joints in the manipulator.

2.2.2 Additional Parameter Models
Several kinematic modelling systems have been proposed which use more than four parameters.
These systems contain more than the minimum number of parameters, therefore they will always
contain dependent parameters. The advantage of these systems is that they should not be
susceptible to the same conditioning problem that four parameter systems are.

The CPC (complete and parametrically continuous) model uses six parameters including the joint
displacement (Zhuang et al. 1992). The modified CPC model is based on the CPC model but is
10

changed to eliminate some user error (Zhuang et al. 1993). The φ-model system uses five
parameters including the joint displacement (Sultan and Wager, 1999). The S-model system uses
six parameters (Stone et al. 1986, Stone and Sanderson, 1987).

2.2.3 Closed Loop Model
An ideally planar four-bar mechanism can be kinematically modelled in several different ways.
Each joint can be modelled spatially. For each closed loop of the manipulator, a constraint
equation is written and the calibration is then subject to the constraint equations (Everett and Lin,
1988). A contrasting approach is to model the mechanism as a planar mechanism, limiting the
degrees of freedom of the system. If the joint axes are not perfectly aligned then the mechanism
will not move without deformation (Schröer et al. 1997).

2.2.4 Alternate Modelling
The previous methods for kinematic modelling used a defined structure. Several alternate
approaches have been used which do not require the structure of the mathematical model to be
predefined. Artificial neural networks and genetic programming are two examples of methods
which do not have a predefined model structure.

Artificial neural networks use a combination of basic mathematical elements which are combined
together to create the model of the system. They are loosely based on how neural networks, such
as the brain, function. Artificial neural networks can have many different applications, however
for robot calibration the goal is to provide a mapping between inputs (such as the joint encoder
readings) and outputs (such as the end-effector pose). In some methods, artificial neural networks
require a structure to be chosen and then it is trained using that structure, other methods allow the
11

structure of the network to change as it is trained. Training the network is done by adjusting
values in the network (or even the structure of the network itself) to better fit a set of inputs and
outputs (Zhong et al. 1996).

Genetic programming has been used to determine both the structure and value of the
mathematical model used to control a manipulator. In genetic programming there is a population
of possible solutions. The fitness of the population is evaluated, and a successive generation is
then created with a higher proportion of the more fit solutions being used to create the new
generation. The solutions are also randomly adjusted (mutated) and combined with other
solutions. This flexible framework allows for both the structure and values of the parameters used
in the model to be updated (Dolinsky et al. 2006).

2.3 Parameter Selection
It is important that an independent set of parameters is selected to be used for calibration. The
number of dependant parameters depends on the type of modelling used and the layout of the
manipulator. Some of the dependencies might be able to be determined through inspection,
however many are non-intuitive to determine through inspection (Meggiolaro and Dubowsky
2000, Varziri and Notash 2007, Horne and Notash 2008).

An analysis of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix, J, can be used to determine which
parameters are identifiable. The augmented identification Jacobian matrix relates the vector of
end-effector pose errors, y for numerous poses, to the vector of independent kinematic parameters
errors, dp. This is given by:

12

y = J dp

(2.2)

If a sufficient number of poses are used, the rank of the augmented identification Jacobian is
equal to the number of independent parameters (Zhuang and Roth, 1996, Horne and Notash
2008). Linear combinations of columns of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix were
used to eliminate redundant parameters for serial manipulators in Meggiolaro and Dubowsky
(2000). A singular analysis was used to create a kinematic model of the PUMA-560 and ABB
IRB-2400 robots which have no redundant parameters and was applied through simulation
(Motta, 2005).

2.4 Pose Selection
The goal of the pose selection is to choose a set of poses that will improve the calibration results.
The majority of the criteria used to evaluate a set of poses are based on the singular values from a
singular value decomposition of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix.

One pose selection criterion, O1, is the geometric mean of all of the singular values (Borm and
Menq, 1989). O1 is given by:
1

O1 

( 1 2 ... m ) m

(2.3)

m

In equation (2.3), σi, i = 1, …, m is a singular value from singular value decomposition of the
augmented identification Jacobian matrix and m is the rank, or number of nonzero singular values
from the singular value decomposition of the augmented identification Jacobian. The aim of this
index is to maximize the product of all the singular values.
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A second pose selection criterion, O2, is the inverse condition number (Driels and Pathre, 1990).
O2 is given by:

O2 

 min
 max

(2.4)

This criterion maximizes the ratio of the smallest singular value, σmin, compared to the largest
singular value, σmax, This criterion tends to make all of the singular values more uniform so that
the parameters are closer to being equally easy to identify through calibration. To improve the
poses selected, this criterion is maximized.

A third pose selection criterion, O3, is the minimum singular value (Nahvi and Hollerbach, 1996).
O3 is given by:

O3   min

(2.5)

This criterion is the minimum singular value. Maximizing this criterion will result making the
most difficult parameter to identify to be easier to determine through calibration. This parameter
does not consider changes to any of the other singular values.

A fourth pose selection criterion, O4, is known as the noise amplification index (Nahvi and
Hollerbach, 1996). This criterion is given by:

O4 

2
 min
 max

(2.6)

This criterion is the ratio of the minimum singular value squared to the maximum singular value.
This criterion is similar to criterion O2 as only the maximum and minimum singular values are
considered. It was suggested that this criterion is more effective than the previous three criterion
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when noise is present based on a simulation (Nahvi and Hollerbach, 1996). Two simulations
were completed to compare the first four pose selection criteria. It was generally found that there
was a high sensitivity to noise compared to the other criteria.

A fifth pose selection criterion, O5, was proposed in (Sun and Hollerbach, 2008). All five pose
selection criteria were compared and found to be closely related. O5 is given by:

O5 

1
1

1



1

2

 ... 

1

(2.7)

m

This criterion is the inverse of the sum of the reciprocals of all of the singular values. Similar to
O1, this criterion takes into account all of the singular values and is maximized. It was shown that
all five criteria are related and form upper and lower bounds of each other.

The criteria were

related to a variety of optimalities from experimental design literature. To minimize the variance
of the parameters O1 was found to be the best criterion. To minimize the end-effector position O3
was found to be the best criterion.

The five pose selection criteria were applied in a simulation to a two degrees of freedom planar
serial manipulator (Horne and Notash, 2009). It was found that the calibration accuracy increased
trending towards a maximum level of accuracy regardless of the pose selection criteria applied.
When a minimum number of poses are used it was found that all of the pose selection criteria
except for O3 significantly improved the calibration. For this reason, the use of O3 was not
recommended and, where feasible, a large number of poses should be used for calibration. The
simulation findings were supported by an experimental kinematic calibration of a four degrees of
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freedom manipulator (Horne and Notash, 2009). Given a suitable number of well distributed
poses, the pose selection criteria did not have a significant effect on the calibration results.

Criterion O1 was applied to select an optimal set of poses in a continuous search space of possible
poses with a local convergence method and a tabu search in Daney et al. (2005). A simulated
annealing search was used to avoid finding a local minimum for pose selection in Zhuang et al.
(1994). Pose selection using O1 including experimental results was completed in Borm and Menq
(1991). In order to reduce the computational load required in calculated criteria based on singular
values, a criterion which is equivalent to O1 based on determinants is proposed in Sun and
Hollerbach (2008). Genetic algorithms were applied as a search to optimally select a set of
measurement poses in Zhuang et al. (1997).

2.5 Parameter Identification
Many of the factors affecting calibration were explored through simulation in Pathre and Driels
(1989).

The factors considered were: initial estimates of the parameters, the effect of

measurement noise, the number of pose measurements, and the accuracy of the measurement
system used. It was found that measurement noise has a significant effect on the calibration
accuracy. Initial parameters estimates did not affect the calibration results. No conclusions were
made regarding the number of poses required, however it was stated that an "adequately large
number of observations that are well spread over the range of motion of the robot joints is
essential" (Pathre and Driels, 1989, page 33).

Previous work regarding the calibration of the experimental four degrees of freedom
manipulation is found in Varziri (2004) and Varziri and Notash (2007). This work addressed
16

modelling and simulated calibration of the manipulator. The experimental calibration of this
manipulator is discussed in Notash et al. (2007). The parameter selection for the kinematic model
of this manipulator is found in Horne and Notash (2008).
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Chapter 3
Kinematic Modelling
A suitable model must be used in order to properly control a manipulator. Without a suitable
model, the control of the manipulator will be inaccurate throughout much of the workspace and
calibration of the model parameters will be ineffective.

An appropriate model should be

complete and continuous. If a model does not completely describe the physical manipulator then
errors of a certain magnitude will always remain regardless of any calibration. In this work a
kinematic model is used which creates a maximum level of accuracy that is achievable through
calibration. Some of the unmodelled errors in this work are joint backlash and link flexibility.
These errors are assumed to be significantly smaller than the effect of the kinematic parameters.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the measurement system dictates the level of calibration that is
possible, so inclusion of non-kinematic parameters would not improve the calibration results if
the measurement system is not accurate enough.

3.1 Modelling Convention
In order to fully describe the pose of a body in space six independent parameters are required.
The joints of a manipulator provide constraints so that fewer independent parameters are required
to describe the pose of one link with respect to the previous link. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH)
convention provides a systematic means to create a kinematic model of a manipulator which
contains a minimum number of parameters. In this convention, each link/joint is assigned a
coordinate frame using the following rules:
-the z-axis is in the direction of the joint axis
-the x-axis is parallel to the common normal of consecutive joint axis
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-the y-axis creates a right handed coordinate system using the x and z-axis
A diagram with an example of the DH convention is given in Figure 3.1 with the transformation
from joint i-1 to joint i is shown.

Link i

Link i-1
Joint i-1

Joint i
ai
Zi

Zi-1
di

Yi-1
θi

Yi

Xi-1

Xi
αi

Figure 3.1: Denavit-Hartenberg convention illustration.
Using the DH convention the homogeneous coordinate transformation from one coordinate
system to the next is defined by:

Ai 1,i  Rot (Zi 1 ,i )Trans(Zi 1 , di )Trans( X i , ai )Rot ( X i ,  i )

(3.1)

where θi is a rotation about Zi-1, di is a translation along Zi-1, ai is a translation along the Xi and αi
is a rotation about Xi. Each of these individual transformations are given as follows:

cos  i
 sin 
i
Rot ( Z i 1 , i )  
 0

 0

 sin  i
cos  i
0
0
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0 0
0 0
1 0

0 1

(3.2)

1
0
Trans( Z i 1 , d i )  
0

0

0 0
1 0

0
0 
0 1 di 

0 0 1

(3.3)

1
0
Trans( X i , ai )  
0

0

0 0 ai 
1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 1

(3.4)

0
1
0 cos 
i
Rot ( X i ,  i )  
0 sin  i

0
0

0
 sin  i
cos  i
0

0
0
0

1

(3.5)

The resulting transformation from one link to the next is given in matrix form by:

A i 1,i

cos  i
 sin 
i

 0

 0

 sin  i cos  i
cos  i cos  i

sin  i sin  i
 cos  i sin  i

sin  i
0

cos  i
0

ai cos  i 
ai sin  i 
di 

1 

(3.6)

The DH convention is not appropriate for calibration when joint axes of consecutive joints are
parallel or nearly parallel. If the DH parameters are used then a small change in the end-effector
pose will not result in a small change in parameters thus the parameters would be difficult or
impossible to identify. In this case a set of modified DH (MDH) parameters can be used (Hayati,
1983). The MDH transformation uses the same reference frames as the DH convention and a
minimal number of parameters. A diagram of the MDH parameters applied to joints with nearly
parallel joints is shown in Figure 3.2. The MDH approach eliminates the use of parameter d
which is a translation along the z-axis and adds parameter  which is a rotation about the y-axis.
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Joint i

Joint i+1

Yi
Zi-1

Yi-1

Zi
ai

βi

X’i-1
Xi

θi

αi

Xi-1

Figure 3.2: Modified Denavit-Hartenberg convention illustration.
The sequence of transformations is given by:

Ai 1,i  Rot (Zi 1 ,i )Trans( X 'i 1 , ai )Rot ( X 'i 1 ,  i )Rot (Yi , i )

(3.7)

The rotation about the y-axis is given by:

cos  i
 0
Rot (Yi ,  i )  
 sin  i

 0

0  sin  i
1
0
0
0

cos  i
0

The resulting MDH transformation matrix is given by:
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0
0
0

1

(3.8)

A i 1,i

C i C i  S i S i S i
 S C  C S S
i
i
i
 i i

 C i S i

0


 S i C i
C i C i

C i S i  S i S i C i
S i S i  C i S i C i

S i
0

C i C i
0

ai C i 
ai S i 
0 

1 

(3.9)

where Cθi=cos θi and Sθi=sin θi.

The DH and MDH transformations can be combined to one homogeneous transformation matrix.
This combined matrix contains five parameters, however for each transformation between
consecutive joints only four of the parameters should be used and the other parameter should be
zero. This provides a convenient common framework where either convention can be applied as
required by the arrangement of the joint axis. The sequence of transformations is given by:

Ai 1,i  Rot (Zi 1 ,i )Trans(Zi 1 , di )Trans( X 'i 1 , ai )Rot ( X 'i 1 ,  i )Rot (Yi , i )

(3.10)

The resulting combined DH and MDH transformation is given by:

A i 1,i

C i C i  S i S i S i
 S C  C S S
i
i
i
 i i

 C i S i

0


 S i C i
C i C i

C i S i  S i S i C i
S i S i  C i S i C i

S i
0

C i C i
0

ai C i 
ai S i 
di 

1 

(3.11)

3.2 Manipulator Description
A kinematic calibration of the constraining linkage of a four degrees of freedom manipulator,
depicted in Figure 3.3, was reported in (Notash et al., 2007). The end-effector can translate in all
three directions and have pitch rotation, i.e., roll and yaw rotations are restricted. This linkage
contains an ideally planar four-bar (parallelogram) mechanism.
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For the consecutive joints of manipulator which are not parallel, the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH)
convention is used (Paul, 1981). In order for a small change in the task space to result in a small
change in the parameters, the DH convention cannot be used for consecutively parallel or near
parallel joints. In this case the MDH parameters are used (Hayati, 1983).

Figure 3.3 shows a solid model of the manipulator and Figure 3.4 shows a simplified diagram
used for kinematic modelling. The manipulator has relative joint encoders on joints one, two, four
and five (J1, J2, J4 and J5 in Figure 3.4). An encoder on joint three (J3) is not required because
the angle of J3 can be calculated based on the link lengths of the planar four-bar mechanism for
each position of J2. Having encoders on J1, J2, J4, and J5 allows the pose of the end-effector
(mobile platform) to be calculated using the encoder values.
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Figure 3.3: Wire-actuated manipulator, solid model (Mroz and Notash, 2004).
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L1

L4

L2

L3

Figure 3.4: Wire-actuated manipulator, simplified diagram.

3.3 Four-bar Modelling
In order for the four-bar mechanism to exhibit any motion, the axis of the revolute joints must be
parallel or must form the configuration of the Bennett mechanism without considering any
deformation of the manipulator. For kinematic calibration, the internal and external forces are not
considered. This means that no deformation can occur in the kinematic model, so only the case
where the four-bar mechanism is modelled as ideally planar is considered.
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3.3.1 Parallelogram Model
Modelling the four-bar mechanism as a planar parallelogram is a reasonable simplification
because the mechanism was designed as a planar parallelogram. The manufacturing errors should
be relatively small so this model should achieve reasonable results with slightly more error after
calibration compared to using a general planar four-bar model. This results in the angle of joint J3
to be calculated directly from joint two as given in equation (3.12).

 3   2

(3.12)

3.3.2 Planar four-bar Model
In order to account for the manufacturing errors in the four-bar mechanism, a general planar fourbar model can be used. This creates additional complexity but the angle of joint J3 can be
calculated directly from the link lengths of the four sides of the mechanism and the angle of joint
J2.

This added complexity is necessary because the physical manipulator will contain

manufacturing errors and will not function as a parallelogram in actual use. The calculation of
joint angle of J3 is straightforward using (Hartenberg and Denavit 1964):

3 


2

 2 tan

1

A  A2  B 2  C 2
BC

where

A  cos  2
B

C

L2
 sin  2
L1

L2  L24  L23  L22
L2
sin  2  1
L3
2 L1 L3
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(3.13)

3.4 Kinematic Models
In order to describe the motion of the manipulator, four different models are used. In models 1
and 2, the four-bar closed-loop mechanism is treated as a planar parallelogram. In models 3 and
4, the four-bar mechanism is treated as a planar four-bar mechanism. In models 1 and 3, the
misalignment between the axis of joint J1 (and joint J4) and the axis of the corresponding link of
the mechanism, on which the joint is mounted, is not included. Models 2 and 4 do allow for
misalignment between joint J1 (and joint J4) and the four-bar mechanism. Table 3.1 shows the
modified DH parameters of the models. The parameters of  0 ,  0 ,  5 ,  5 are constant for
models 1 and 2. The other parameters are used for all four models. Six parameters, X, Y, Z, Rx,
Ry, and Rz, are used for the transformation from the world reference frame to the reference frame
of joint J1 (base reference frame) for all four models. In addition, the link length parameters L1,
L3 and L4 of the planar four-bar mechanism are used in models 3 and 4. Models 1 and 2 treat the
four-bar mechanism as an ideally planar parallelogram so the angle of joint J3 is calculated
directly from the displacement of joint J2 and no other parameters will need to be calibrated. In
models 3 and 4, the angle of joint J3 is calculated based on joint J2 as well as the four link lengths
of the four-bar mechanism. The four models are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Modified DH Parameters of the Constraining Linkage.
From
Frame

j

dj

aj

j

j

To
Frame

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

d1

a1


2

0

2

2

2

0

a2

0

0

3

3

0

d3

a3



0

4



2

4

0

d4

0

0

0

5

5

0

0

0

5

5

6

6

4

0

a6

6

6

7

7

5

0

a7

7

7

8

Table 3.2: Four Kinematic Models of the Constraining Linkage.

Model

Planar four-bar
Mechanism

Misalignment of J1 with J4

1

Parallelogram

Not Included

2

Parallelogram

Included

3

Four-bar

Not Included

4

Four-bar

Included
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3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter outlines the need for an appropriate model in order to achieve a desired level of
manipulator accuracy after calibration. The DH convention is used as a transformation from one
joint to the next when the consecutive joints are not parallel or nearly parallel. In the case of
parallel or nearly parallel joints a small change in the end-effector pose does not result in a
corresponding small change in the calibration parameters so the DH convention should not be
used for the calibration of these joints. For parallel or near parallel joints, MDH parameters are
used which provide a robust model for calibration.

The four-bar mechanism of the manipulator was modelled as a planar mechanism. The model
used for this manipulator does not consider forces or deformation and if the four-bar mechanism
was modelled spatially, deformation would have to occur in order for the four-bar mechanism to
function. The four-bar mechanism was modelled both as a planar parallelogram and a general
planar four-bar mechanism. This allowed four kinematic models to be developed in order to
explore the importance of including different kinematic parameters.

The four models are outlined in Table 3.2. Despite using standard methods to create the kinematic
model, further analysis must be done to determine which parameters are independent and can be
calibrated and which parameters are dependant and should not be included in the calibration. If
two parameters depend on each other, then the calibration measurements only provides
information to be able to adjust one of the values. The aim of Chapter 4 is to determine which
parameters are dependant so that an independent set of parameters can be used in calibration for
each kinematic model.
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Chapter 4
Parameter Selection1
In the kinematic model of a manipulator, some of the parameters may not be identifiable. If two
parameters are dependent on each other then only one of the two could be identified and the other
parameter must be held constant. Parameters which are not identifiable should not be included as
calibration parameters. An analysis of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix, J, can be
used to determine which parameters are identifiable. The augmented identification Jacobian
matrix relates the vector of end-effector pose (position and orientation) errors, y for numerous
poses, to the vector of independent kinematic parameters errors, dp. This is given by:
y = J dp

(4.1)

If a sufficient number of poses are used, the rank of the augmented identification Jacobian is
equal to the number of independent parameters. The rank can be determined by completing a
singular value decomposition of this matrix. In general, each pose provides six independent
equations if there are six degrees of freedom corresponding to the three translations and three
rotations of end-effector. Sufficient distinct poses, uniformly spaced within the workspace of the
manipulator, should be used to ensure that any rank deficiency in the augmented identification
Jacobian is due to the parameters which are not identifiable instead of the number of poses used.

4.1 Augmented Identification Jacobian Formulation
In Chapter 3, four kinematic models were developed for the constraining linkage of the four
degrees of freedom manipulator. For each of the four models used, the augmented identification
Jacobian is formed using three different methods. In method 1, the augmented identification
Jacobian is formulated symbolically using the position and orientation of end-effector where the

1

Section based on Horne and Notash, 2008.
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orientation is modelled with Euler angles. In method 2, the augmented identification Jacobian is
formulated symbolically, as it is done in the first method, but three position vectors were used
instead of one position vector and Euler angles. Method 3 is a numerical formulation which is
computationally faster than the symbolic methods.

The rank of the augmented identification Jacobian when all the parameters are included for a
given model is the total number of independent parameters which could be calibrated for that
model. The dependencies in the parameters for each model are determined by systematically
adjusting which parameters are included for calibration. A parameter is dependent if the rank of
the augmented identification Jacobian does not decrease when it is not included.

4.1.1 Method 1, symbolic with Euler angles
Method 1 is the most computationally intensive technique because it contains larger equations
with symbolic variables due to the formulation of Euler angles corresponding to the rotation
matrix. In order to limit the required memory and processor power, the columns of the augmented
identification Jacobian were formulated one at a time rather than the entire augmented
identification Jacobian. Each column contains the partial derivative of the error function with
respect to only one parameter so the equations require less memory to store. The remaining
variables (calibration parameters) are treated as numerical values because they are not part of the
partial derivative for that column. The algorithm for method 1 is as follows:
1. For each parameter to be calibrated
a. Create a vector of parameters with only one symbolic variable
b. Calculate the homogeneous transformation matrix A (position and rotation matrix of end31

effector) for each set of joint angles
c. Calculate the corresponding position and Euler angles of each transformation matrix
d. Arrange the position and Euler angles into a single pose vector
e. Take the partial derivative of each entry in the pose vector with respect to the chosen
symbolic variable
f.

Substitute the value for the symbolic variable into the vector of partial derivatives

g. Insert the vector of partial derivatives into the appropriate column in the augmented
identification Jacobian corresponding to the symbolic variable used
2. Calculate the singular value decomposition and rank of the augmented identification Jacobian
matrix

4.1.2 Method 2, symbolic with three vectors
Method 2 is similar to method 1 but has one main difference; Euler angles are not calculated
from the homogeneous transformation matrix. Instead the positions of three points on the endeffector are calculated; this results in a total of nine equations. Using the position of three points
is valid because from any three points the position and orientation of the end-effector could be
determined. Although this gives nine equations for each pose for a spatial manipulator, only six
of these equations are independent as at most six parameters are required to fully describe the
end-effector pose in space. Any motion in a direction which is constrained by the nominal model
should be accounted for during calibration. For the results presented in this chapter, the
augmented identification Jacobian was formed using three points on the end effector which are:
{0 mm, –24.5 mm, 0 mm}, {–34.2 mm, –24.5 mm, –84.2 mm}, and {–118.6 mm, –24.5 mm,
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118.6 mm} in the end-effector frame (X8, Y8, Z8). Method 2 executed approximately three times
faster than method 1. The algorithm for method 2 is summarized as:

1. For each parameter to be calibrated
a.

Create a vector of parameters with only one symbolic variable

b.

Calculate the homogeneous transformation matrix of the end-effector for each set of joint
angles

c.

Calculate the position vectors of the three points on the end-effector with respect to the
base frame by multiplying the homogeneous transformation matrix with the position
vectors of three points on the end-effector

d.

Arrange the position vectors of the three points on the end-effector into one vector

e.

Take the partial derivative of each entry in the position vector with respect to the
symbolic variable

f.

Substitute the value for the symbolic variable into the vector of partial derivatives

g.

Insert the vector of partial derivatives into the appropriate column in the augmented
identification Jacobian corresponding to the symbolic variable used

2. Calculate the singular value decomposition and rank of the augmented identification Jacobian
matrix

4.1.3 Method 3, numerical
Method 3 was adapted from (Zhuang and Roth, 1996). This method uses numerical derivatives
which allow it to execute much faster than the symbolic approaches. Method 3 is as follows:
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1. For each pose of end-effector
a.

Calculate the homogeneous transformation matrix A for the nominal model parameters

b.

For each of the model parameters
i.

Add a small deviation, dpi to parameter i

ii.

Calculate the homogeneous transformation matrix Á for the updated model parameters

iii.

Calculate dA using: dA= Á −A

iv.

Calculate DA using: DA=A–1dA

v.

Divide each term of DA by the corresponding dpi

vi.

Insert terms (3,2), (1,3), (2,1) of DA into the corresponding column of the augmented
identification Jacobian for the entries relating to rotation about the X, Y, and Z axes
respectively.2

vii.

Insert terms (1,4), (2,4), (3,4) of DA into the corresponding column of the augmented
identification Jacobian for the entries relating to translation in the X, Y, and Z
directions.

2. Calculate the singular value decomposition and rank of the augmented identification Jacobian
matrix

4.2 Results and Discussion
Four kinematic models were presented in Chapter 3 and the three methods are presented in
Section 4.1 to formulate the augmented identification Jacobian matrix and calculate its rank.
Several data sets of over 100 poses of experimental data were collected using the Polaris tracking
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system. The experimental procedure is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The points on the endeffector used in method 2 correspond to the actual location of markers on the end-effector that are
tracked by the Polaris system. Then the rank of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix of
each model was calculated using each of the methods. The results for models 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
reported in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 respectively.
Table 4.1: Number of Parameters and Rank of J for Model 1.
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Number of
Parameters

22

22

22

Rank of J

18

18

19

Rank of JTJ

18

18

18

Table 4.2: Number of Parameters and Rank of J for Model 2.

2

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Number of
Parameters

26

26

26

Rank of J

21

21

23

Rank of JTJ

21

21

21

See Appendix A, Differential Transformations
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Table 4.3: Number of Parameters and Rank of J for Model 3.
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Number of
Parameters

25

25

25

Rank of J

20

20

21

Rank of JTJ

20

20

20

Table 4.4: Number of Parameters and Rank of J for Model 4.
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Model
Parameters

29

29

29

Rank of J

23

23

25

Rank of JTJ

23

23

23

The rank of augmented identification Jacobian matrix for each model is reported in Tables 4.1,
4.2, 4.3, 4.4. For these results, the length and rotation calibration parameters were scaled so that
the length was in metres and the rotation was in radians. A scaling factor was included to adjust
the units of the length calibration parameters. This allows for investigation of the effect of
different units on the results.

4.2.1 Dependant Parameters
Model 1 contains 22 parameters, 18 of which are independent based on the symbolic results.
These four dependent parameters are the same for the other three models which also have some
additional dependent parameters. Two of the parameters in the transformation from the world
reference frame to the frame of reference at joint J1 are dependent on the parameters of the
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linkage. Three positions and three Euler angles were used to model this transformation. The
parameters Y and Ry were found to be the dependent parameters which should not be included for
calibration. The parameter Y is a translation along the y-axis of the world frame. The y-axis of the
world frame is parallel (or nearly parallel) to the z-axis of joint J1. This is the same direction as
d1, so it is logical that these would be dependent. Similarly, the rotation of Ry is about the same
direction as a rotation about the axis of joint J1. Within this model, there is a dependency between
parameters a1 and a3. This means that for calibration, one of the two parameters must be held
constant while the other one is calibrated. There is also a dependency between parameters d1 and
d4, so only one of these can be calibrated as well.

Model 2 contains a total of 26 parameters where 21 are independent. Along with the four
dependent parameters in the other models, there is also a dependency between  0 and  5 which
are rotations about the y-axis of the reference frames at joints J1 and J4. It is logical that only one
of these two parameters can be calibrated; because of the planar model used for the four-bar
mechanism, these two rotations are about the axis normal to the plane.

Model 3 includes 20 independent parameters out of 25. This model contains the same four
dependent parameters as the other models. Along with this, there is a dependency between the
lengths of two links of the planar four-bar mechanism. Parameters L1 and L3 (lengths of the base
and coupler links) are dependent on each other so only one of the two can be included in the
calibration. This is because these parameters are both only used in the calculation of the
displacement of the dependent joint (J3). In this calculation, the ratio of these two parameters
determines the motion of the four-bar mechanism and not their numerical values.
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Model 4 has 23 independent parameters, out of a total of 29 parameters. Four of the dependent
parameters are in common with the other models. Similar to model 3, L1 and L3 are dependent on
each other. Due to the misalignment of joints J1 and J2 to the links of the four-bar mechanism
being included, similar to model 2, this model also has a dependency between  0 and  5 .

4.2.2 Method 3
The results based on method 3, which is a numerical method, must be carefully considered before
using. The numerical nature of the approach sometimes allows for a very small singular value to
be mistakenly calculated (instead of being zero). This result can be seen in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4 where the rank of the augmented identification Jacobian is larger than the actual number
of independent parameters.

The value of step size dpi used to calculate the numerical derivative affects the solution as well.
In order to be confident in the results of method 3, an appropriate value of dpi must be used and
should be chosen depending on the accuracy of the calculations used by the computer. For double
precisions calculations, an appropriate dpi value is in the order of 10–6. This will ensure that the
resulting small singular value of J is very small. If only the rank is needed then calculating the
rank of the JTJ will produce the correct result. Using JTJ essentially results in the singular values
being squared. The extremely small singular value should become so small that it is stored as
zero.
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4.2.3 Scaling
A unit inconsistency results by using both length and rotational calibration parameters. This is an
important consideration because depending on the units chosen there can be a difference of
several orders of magnitude. The difference in magnitude affects all of the singular values. For
the parameter selection, the angular values are given in radians and then are used in trigonometric
functions with output values that vary between –1 and +1. The length parameters were scaled to
determine the effect different scaling has on the results. The largest length parameter used in the
model is the translation along the x-axis from the world reference frame to the frame for joint J1,
which is approximately 1095 mm. The longest physical length of the manipulator corresponds to
a2 which is 607.9 mm. In order to adjust the relationship between the length and angular
parameters, the length parameters can be represented using a different unit of measurement. To
achieve this, a scaling factor was introduced which is multiplied by the length parameters. For
these results, metres were used for the length parameters in order to have the length and angular
parameters at the same order of magnitude. Changing the scaling of a parameter will affect
singular values and thus the ability of that parameter to be adjusted in the calibration. In general
the scaling does not affect the calculation of an independent set of parameters except in extreme
cases.

4.3 Chapter Summary
Three different methods to determine an independent set of parameters to be used for calibration
were explored in this chapter. These methods allow a full set of independent calibration
parameters to be determined by analysing the augmented identification Jacobian matrix. Factors
affecting these methods are discussed and each method is applied to four different kinematic
models for the manipulator in order to select the independent parameters of each model.
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The dependant parameters of the kinematic models were successfully identified by all three
methods. Method 1 forms the augmented identification Jacobian using a symbolic approach and
the position and orientation (represented by Euler angles) of the end-effector. The use of Euler
angles makes this method the most computationally intensive among the three methods. Method 2
also uses a symbolic approach but is based on the position vectors of three points on the endeffector rather than calculating the orientation. The singular values of method 2 are influenced
according to the three positions chosen on the end-effector. Method 3 is a numerical method and
the rank, as well as singular values, can change depending on the value of the change in
kinematic parameter dpi used. When used properly this method executes fast and gives the correct
rank. The singular values are also influenced by the choice of units for the length parameters for
all methods. The correct method should be chosen depending on the user requirements. Once an
independent set of parameters is determined it can then be used to experimentally calibrate the
manipulator.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Procedure

The accuracy of the measurement equipment and experimental procedure directly dictate the level
of accuracy that is possible to achieve after calibration has been completed. In order to determine
the expected accuracy of the calibration, each aspect of the measurement system must be
considered. The measurement system is described in detail in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 discusses
the method used to take the experimental pose measurements and the selection of pose
measurements to be used for calibration. Along with the measurement system, the locations of
the poses in the workspace contribute to the accuracy in which the parameters can be identified.

5.1 Measurement System3
The measurement system is comprised of both joint displacement sensors and an external
measurement device. The joint displacement sensors combined with the forward kinematic
model, developed in Chapter 3, allow the end-effector pose to be calculated. In order to calibrate
the kinematic model, an external measurement is required. A Polaris tracking system, measuring
the pose of the end-effector, was used as the external measurement system.

5.1.1 Joint Displacement Measurement System
The joint displacements are measured by encoders on J1, J2, J4, and J5 in Figure 3.4. As was
discussed in Chapter 3, an encoder is not required on joint J3 because the joint angle can be
calculated from the encoder on joint J2 and the parameters of the four-bar mechanism. The
actuators and encoders of the manipulator are interfaced with using a Q8 data acquisition board

3

Section based on Notash et al. 2007.
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(from Quanser Consulting Inc.), which is installed on the motherboard of a Pentium III/1.0 GHz
computer. The data acquisition board interfaces through WinConTM real-time Windows 2000/XP
based software. The encoders of J1 and J2 have a resolution of 500 pulses per revolution (ppr).
These joints are actuated and the motors have an internal gear reduction ratio of 134:1, and an
external gear transmission is used with a gear ratio of 4:1. The resulting resolution of these two
encoders is 268,000 ppr. The resolution of the encoders of the passive joints J4 and J5 are
respectively 1000 and 200 cycles per revolution. The encoders on joints J4 and J5 have four
pulses per one cycle (quadrature mode). An external gear transmission is used for these two
encoders, where the gear ratio for joint J4 is 1.6:1 and for joint J5 is 1:1. This results in 6400 ppr
for joint J4 and 800 ppr for joint J5.

In order to confirm that the correct relationship was established between the output from each
encoder and the joint angle, a joint level calibration was carried out. At several different angles
the joint angle was measured externally. Gains were calculated for each encoder based on the
quadrature mode of data acquisition board, resolution of the encoders and gear reduction ratios.
The external measurements were then compared to the angle output from the encoders after the
calculated gain was applied. The displacements θ of joints J1, J2, J4 and J5 in terms of the
corresponding encoder signal η are:

1 

2
1
4  500 134  4

(5.1)
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 2
2
4  500  134  4

(5.2)

2
4
4 1000 1.6

(5.3)
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 2
5
4  200 1

(5.4)

5.1.2 End-Effector Tracking System Description
The Polaris tracking system (from Northern Digital Inc.) has a stereoscopic vision sensor to
measure the position of the infrared light that is reflected from passive markers. The root mean
square (RMS) volumetric acceptance criterion for the Polaris is reported to be 0.350 mm (based
on a single marker stepped through over 1200 positions throughout the defined workspace, using
the mean of 30 samples at each position, at 20oC) (Polaris System User’s Guide, 2002).

Three or more markers can be combined with known distances between the markers to form a
tool. Designing the relative distances between the markers and the reference frame for the
markers is called tool characterizing. The markers of the characterized tool should form a unique
geometry so that the tracking system could identify the tool and find its pose. A minimum of
three markers are required to be able to identify the pose of the tool. Each marker must be at least
50 mm from any other marker. The distance between any two markers must be different than the
others by at least 5 mm (NDI 6D Architect User’s Guide, 2003).

The tool on the end-effector of the wire-actuated parallel manipulator is shown on Figure 5.1.
Three markers, labelled A, B and C, are used to characterize the tool. The origin of end-effector
frame (tool) lies on the plane of end-effector. It should be noted that the plane passing through the
centers of the three markers, which is parallel to the plane of end-effector, is shifted by 24.5 mm
in –Yee direction. The origin of

Xee Yee Zee frame

is below marker A with Yee axis being normal to
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the plane of markers. The axes of the end-effector frame are parallel to the fixed frame

X0 Y0 Z0

at

the base of the manipulator when the constraining linkage is fully extended downward and the
end-effector plane is vertical. The pose of the end-effector frame is identified by these three
markers, positioned on the end-effector based on the requirements of the NDI Architect software
of Polaris for defining the tools to be tracked. The coordinates of these markers with respect to
frame

Xee Yee Zee

are as follows: A (0, –24.500, 0), B (–34.231, –24.500, –84.272), and C (–

118.570, –24.500, 118.569). The tracking system uses the three markers and reports the pose of
frame

Xee Yee Zee .

Figure 5.1: Mobile Platform, Passive Markers and Coordinate System.
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A second tool is defined on another parallel manipulator (FANUC F200i) which is located below
the wire-actuated parallel manipulator. The end-effector of F200i parallel robot at its home
position (when the lengths of its prismatic joints are 668 mm) is within the workspace of Polaris.
The tool of F200i is also characterized by three markers. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the plane of
markers is defined as XY plane, which is about 22.7 mm above the end-effector plane of F200i.
The origin of the reference frame is located at the center of marker E with markers E and F
positioned on the Xf200 axis. The coordinates of these markers with respect to the

Xf200 Yf200 Zf200

frame are as follows: D (60.255, 104.691, 0), E (0, 0, 0), and F (87.893, 0, 0).

Figure 5.2: F200 Passive Markers and Coordinate System.

The F200i reference frame was used for two reasons. Due to the Polaris vision system being
mounted on an adjustable mechanism the F200i frame was used to ensure that the vision system
remained stable during operation. This reference frame was also used to characterize the level of
noise in the vision system.
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5.1.3 End-Effector Tracking System Accuracy
It is important to note that the accuracy of the Polaris system is given as an average error and
might vary significantly in different areas of the workspace. Furthermore, error in accuracy is for
each individual marker and not for a complete tool of three or more markers. The actual error in
the tool will depend on how the tool is defined and the algorithm used to calculate the pose of the
tool based on the marker measurements. The most straightforward method to calculate the pose
from three marker positions is to use a series of cross products. More sophisticated alternatives
also exist which use a least-squares approach to minimize the effect of noise in the measurements.
Measurements are taken with the F200i stationary and moving in a straight line trajectory. The
F200i has a limited accuracy so the straight line trajectory will have error from both the
measurement system and the motion of the F200i manipulator. It is very unlikely the position
error of the F200i and the random measurement errors would cancel each other out, so this
measurement should provide an upper limit of the level of error in the Polaris system as the
measured error is the combined effect of the measurement system and F200i manipulator.

The root mean square (RMS) of the position error measured while the F200i tool is static at the
home position of the manipulator is 0.0413 mm. This error is a result of noise or repeatability in
each marker measurement and not the actual position error. It is expected that this error is
significantly lower than the RMS of the position error if it was measured at discrete points
throughout the workspace. It is expected the actual position error will change significantly based
on the orientation of the markers relative to the camera and the markers' location within the
workspace of the measurement system.
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The F200i manipulator is moved through the workspace in three straight line trajectories in order
to obtain an indication of an upper bound of the measurement error. A straight line was fit to the
three dimensional data points which were recorded by the tracking system of the manipulator
attempting to move the end-effector in a straight line.

At each measurement the minimum

distance to the line is calculated and is displayed in millimetres in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The
position along the line is given on the abscissa of the figure and has been normalised to be
between 0 and 1. The Polaris measurement system also outputs a parameter which gives an
indication of the total expected error in the calculation of the pose of the tool which have been
plotted in these figures. This error value is the RMS quaternion error for the transformation
determined for the rigid body in millimetres. This value is a measure of how well the actual
marker measurements fit the marker positions defined for that rigid body (NDI Polaris and
Aurora Combined Application Programmers’ Interface Guide, 2002). Each plot contains over 300
measurements as the tool moves along the line.

Figure 5.3 shows the results for the F200i manipulator moving in its x-direction which is in the
horizontal plane. Figure 5.4 shows the results in the y-direction which is also in the horizontal
plane. The median error in the y-direction is just slightly higher than that in the x-direction. In
the y-direction there are also several data points with error signification higher than any other
measurements. With this information it is not possible to infer whether the cause of the error is
the tracking system or the motion of the manipulator. It is important to note that the F200i
manipulator is a parallel manipulator and moving in the horizontal plane requires each leg to be
carefully controlled. Figure 5.5 shows the results for motion in the z or vertical direction. During
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this motion the platform was centred with zero orientation so that all of the legs were equal in
length. In this case there is symmetry and the legs should all be changing length at the same rate.
The average and maximum error from the straight line is significantly lower for this case. It is
likely that the motion error of the F200i manipulator is lower in this measurement so a higher
proportion of the error would be due to the tracking system compared to the other trials.

Figure 5.3: Position Error, x-Direction F200i Motion.
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Figure 5.4: Position Error, y-Direction F200i Motion.

Figure 5.5: Position Error, z-Direction (Vertical) F200i Motion.
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5.2 Experimental Procedure
In any experimental work it is important that care is taken to allow for repeatable results and to
minimize the measurement errors. The measurement system and experiments indicating the
magnitude of the error were given in Section 5.1. The effect of these errors on the calibration
results is further explored in Chapter 7 through a simulation.

5.2.1 Experimental Method
In order to obtain calibration data, measurements from both the joint encoders and the tracking
system must be captured with the manipulator at the same pose. In order to obtain a large set of
data for calibration, both sets of data are captured at a relatively high sample frequency and the
manipulator is moved slowly throughout its workspace. The control system for the manipulator
uses real-time extensions of MATLAB to sample the joint encoders at a minimum guaranteed
sample frequency. The data collection system for Polaris is not easily accessible from MATLAB
and does not sample with any real-time constraints. This means that the sample rate recorded
from Polaris varies according to the load on the CPU. In order to overcome this, a timestamp is
added to both measurement systems. This time stamp contains the current time down to the
second that the sample is acquired. In order to obtain a better degree or synchronism, only the
first sample for each second is used.

The encoders on joints J1 and J2 are mounted on the motor shaft. Each of these joints has a large
gear ratio which results in a large amount of backlash. This backlash was measured to cause
approximately 10 millimetres of translational error possible at the end-effector. In order to
attempt to minimize the effect of this backlash on the calibration results, a constant low level of
torque (approximately one Newton*metre) was applied to both actuated joints through the
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motors.

The manipulator was then moved by hand throughout its workspace during the

calibration measurements. The constant torque allows for the measurements to be taken with the
encoder's gears in contact to minimize the backlash. The backlash can cause a relatively large
inaccuracy in practical control of the manipulator but this approach reduces the magnitude of the
negative effect the backlash has on the calibration.

Three different sets of calibration

measurements were obtained in order to validate the level of accuracy during the calibration.

5.2.2 Measurement Selection
The selection of data to be used for calibration has a significant effect on the quality of the
calibration outcome. In order to assure that the data input into the calibration algorithm is
suitable, the measured poses are analyzed several different ways.

For each measurement, as mentioned earlier the tracking system also outputs an error value
describing how well the transformation was measured. During experimentation these values
ranged from approximately 0.10 mm to 1.50 mm with an average value of 0.23 mm. This error
parameter was used in order to eliminate data which is not measured accurately by the Polaris
system. A cutoff value of 0.30 mm was established in order to eliminate the poses which are not
measured accurately by the tracking system.

The end-effector pose was calculated using the measured joint displacements and the forward
kinematic model with the nominal parameters. The error between this calculated pose and the
measured pose with the tracking system was calculated for each component of the translation and
the Euler angle rotations. The magnitude of the error in translation was calculated through a
vector sum of the individual components of the translation error. If the translation error is too
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large then those poses should not be used for the calibration. The three Euler angles were also
combined . Combining the angles in this manner is suitable only for small angles. If the angles
are large then the resulting error angle will also be large and they will be disregarded. The error
in translation and rotation were looked at with respect to the joint angles as well as the pose of the
end-effector. It is expected that there is a certain amount of error prior to the calibration because
the kinematic model and physical manipulator are slightly different and there is measurement
error. Some of the data has error that is too high to be caused by error in the kinematic
parameters, and therefore are bad measurements and should be eliminated.

All of the calibration measurement sets taken contained a similar number of poses. All of the
measurement sets also had a comparable number of poses which were selected to be used for
calibration. As an example, one set of initial measurements contains 427 distinct poses. Once the
cutoff for the Polaris error parameter of 0.30 mm is applied the number of available poses
decreases to 379. The cutoff for error in translation is calculated as 2.5 times the average error in
translation. This results in a cutoff value of 110.71 mm for translation. Similarly, the cutoff for
the rotation error is calculated as 2.5 times the average error in rotation. This results in a cutoff
value of 13.12 degrees for rotation error. Once the translation and rotation error cutoffs are
applied the number of available poses decreases from 379 to 371.

This pool of 371 poses is then randomly divided into two groups. One group is a set of poses for
the initial calibration which contains 261, or 70% of the poses. The remaining 110, or 30% of the
poses, are used for verification of the calibration. This is done by first calculating the initial error
of the verification poses using the nominal model. The kinematic parameters are then updated to
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the results from the calibration and the error is calculated using the verification data. If the
changes made during the calibration are valid, then an improvement of similar magnitude should
also appear using the verification data.

In order to analyze the error prior to and after the measurement pose selections, numerous plots
were created. The initial and final errors in both translation and rotation were plotted with respect
the all six end-effector pose coordinates and the four measured joint angles. Due to the large
number of plots, only a sample is presented in Figures 5.6 to 5.13. These plots contain all the
measurements from both the calibration and verification sets of poses combined.

The initial error in translation is plotted against the x-coordinate of the end-effector pose in
Figure 5.6. This plot shows that the initial error is not a strong function of the x-coordinate of the
end-effector pose. Figure 5.7 shows the same results as Figure 5.6 minus the poses which were
removed. Similar to Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the rotation error
plotted against the x-coordinate of the end-effector pose.

The relative magnitude of the

measurements with the highest error compared to the average is significantly larger for the
rotation error. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the translation error plotted against the angle of
joint J1. These plots tend to indicate that the translation error increases as the joint angle
increases. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the rotation error plotted against the angle of joint
J1.
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Figure 5.6: Initial Translation Error vs X Position.

Figure 5.7: Final Translation Error vs X Position.
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Figure 5.8: Initial Rotation Error vs X Position.

Figure 5.9: Final Rotation Error vs X Position.
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Figure 5.10: Initial Translation Error vs Joint J1 Angle.

Figure 5.11: Final Translation Error vs Joint J1 Angle.
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Figure 5.12: Initial Rotation Error vs Joint J1 Angle.

Figure 5.13: Final Rotation Error vs Joint J1 Angle.
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5.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the experimental procedure used in order to capture suitable calibration data was
presented. This includes: a discussion of the equipment used to capture the measurement data, the
procedure used to capture the data, and the analysis completed to remove inaccurate
measurements from the calibration data.

The joint displacement measurement system was discussed in Section 5.1.1. The accuracy of
each joint encoder in the system was discussed and further sources of error such as backlash in
the gears between the manipulator and the encoder was explored. A joint level calibration was
carried out in order to assure that the appropriate encoder gains were calculated from the
manufactures specifications. In Section 5.1.2 the external measurement system was discussed. In
this case it was a Polaris tracking system which was used to track the pose of the end-effector.
The details of the tracking system are given and the tool of passive markers used to track the pose
of the end-effector is discussed. The error of this tracking system was explored both from the
manufactures specifications and through several experiments.

The method used to capture the data was given in Section 5.2.1. In Section 5.2.2 the removal of
data with poor measurements was discussed.

This was accomplished using both an error

parameter output by the tracking system and by calculating the initial error between the pose
calculated using the uncalibrated kinematic model and the measured end-effector pose. An error
is expected between these two poses or calibration would not be required. The error between
these two poses is used to find and eliminate poses with unreasonably high error compared to the
average error for the poses. This removal of measurements with unreasonably high error allows
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for a set of well measured poses to be used as calibration data and will allow for a more accurate
calibration to be achieved. In Chapter 6 the idea of choosing the best set of poses to achieve
accurate calibration is extended. This chapter examines the singular values of the augmented
identification Jacobian matrix. The formulation of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix
was discussed in Chapter 4 and in the following chapter the singular values of the augmented
identification Jacobian matrix will be used to determine an optimal set of poses.
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Chapter 6
Pose Selection4
The selection of measured poses to be used for calibration has a strong effect on the quality of the
results obtained through the calibration. Chapter 5 explored the experimental methods applied in
order to assure that the data used for calibration had been measured as accurately as possible.
These measurements still contain a certain level of inaccuracies and noise. These inaccuracies
will limit the ability of the calibration algorithm to correctly identify the kinematic parameters.
This chapter discusses the selection of an optimal set of poses to be used for calibration which
will result in the most accurate identification of the kinematic parameters. Multiple criteria have
been proposed for this and are discussed in Section 6.1. Pose selection attempts to choose an
optimal set of poses out of a larger set of measurements already taken. An alternate approach is
to determine an optimal set of poses to be measured within the continuous workspace of the
manipulator. Different approaches can be taken in order to select an optimal set of poses out of a
larger pool of measurements. Three algorithms are used in this work and are discussed in Section
6.2. The three algorithms used are: an elimination search where poses are eliminated one at a
time, an exhaustive search where every possible combination of poses are tested, and a random
search where random sets of poses are repeatedly selected and tested.

6.1 Criteria
The goal of the pose selection is to choose a set of poses that will improve the calibration results.
It is important to note that there may be different ways to determine if the criterion improved the
calibration results based on the motivation for the calibration. The goal of the calibration can be

4

Section based on Horne and Notash (2009a and b).
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to accurately determine the actual physical values of the calibration parameters. Some
combinations of poses will result in a poorly conditioned problem where the parameters are not
easily identified and the negative effect of noise will be magnified. The aim of using a pose
selection criterion in this instance is to improve the conditioning of the problem so that an
optimum set of poses is used which results in the best estimation of the actual model parameter.
Alternatively the goal of the calibration could be to obtain an updated model which results in the
smallest error between the pose calculated through the kinematic model and actual measured
pose. This results in a model which can be applied to provide the best control of the pose when
the manipulator is operated. These calibration goals are related, however they are not the same
and this should be considered when choosing a pose selection criterion.

Many pose selection criteria are possible and five are discussed in this section. These criteria are
based on analysis of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix. The augmented identification
Jacobian matrix was used in Chapter 4 to determine which parameters of the kinematic model can
be identified through calibration. The remaining parameters cannot be identified and must remain
constant during the calibration. The rank of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix is the
number of independent parameters that can be used for calibration. The rank can be calculated by
determining the number of nonzero singular values after completing a singular value
decomposition of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix. Any singular value which is
nonzero represents a parameter which can be identified through calibration. The singular values
provide a measure of the ability of the calibration algorithm to identify the parameters. The poses
used to calculate the augmented identification Jacobian affect the results of the singular values.
This means that the singular values can be used to select a set of poses which will result in the
best calibration possible.
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The first pose selection criterion, O1, is the geometric mean of all of the singular values (Borm
and Menq, 1989). O1 is given by:

O1 

( 1 2 ... m )

1
m

(6.1)

m

In equation (6.1), σi, i = 1, …, m is a singular value from singular value decomposition of the
augmented identification Jacobian matrix and m is the rank, or number of nonzero singular values
from the singular value decomposition of the augmented identification Jacobian. The aim of this
index is to maximize the product of all of the singular values. The advantage of this criterion is
that it will tend to increase all of the individual values if possible. This criterion is maximized
with a minimum value of zero and no set maximum.

The second pose selection criterion, O2, is the inverse condition number (Driels and Pathre,
1990). O2 is given by:

O2 

 min
 max

(6.2)

The aim of this criterion is to maximize the ratio of the smallest singular value, σmin, compared to
the largest singular value, σmax. This criterion only uses two of the singular values whereas O1
uses all of the singular values. This criterion tends to make all of the singular values more
uniform so the parameters are closer to being equally easy to identify through calibration. To
improve the poses selected, this criterion is maximized. The minimum value for this criterion
approaches zero and the maximum value is one.
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The third pose selection criterion, O3, is the minimum singular value (Nahvi and Hollerbach,
1996). O3 is given by:

O3   min

(6.3)

The minimum singular value represents the ability of the calibration algorithm to accurately
identify the parameter which is the most difficult to identify. A disadvantage of the criterion is
that no other singular values are considered. An improvement to some of the other singular values
which could result in a better calibration will not be considered if it does not increase the
magnitude of the minimum singular value. To improve the poses selected this criterion is
maximized.

The fourth pose selection criterion, O4, is known as the noise amplification index (Nahvi and
Hollerbach, 1996). This criterion is given by:
2
 min
O4 
 max

(6.4)

This criterion is the ratio of the minimum singular value squared to the maximum singular value.
This criterion is similar to criterion O2 as only the maximum and minimum singular values are
considered. This criterion is maximized.

The fifth pose selection criterion, O5, (Sun and Hollerbach, 2008) is given by:

O5 

1
1

1



1

2

 ... 

1

m
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(6.5)

Similar to O1, this criterion takes into account all of the singular values. The inverse of the
singular values are combined using addition. This is unlike O1 where the singular values are
multiplied together. Like all of the other criteria discussed this criterion is maximized.

6.2 Selection Algorithms
A large assortment of algorithms could be used to apply the pose selection criteria to determine
an optimal set of poses to be used for calibration. In this work, the poses are selected out of a
larger pool of previously measured poses. An alternate approach would be to determine an
optimal set of poses out of the continuous workspace of the manipulator and then measure those
poses. Three different searches to find optimal sets of poses were applied to this problem: an
elimination search, a random search, and an exhaustive search. The elimination search removes
one pose at a time and is discussed in Section 6.2.1. The random search continually guesses a
random set of poses to be used and is discussed in Section 6.2.2. The exhaustive search tries
every possible combination of poses resulting in an optimal solution and is discussed in Section
6.2.3. The criterion will be influenced by all of the factors which affect the singular values of the
augmented identification Jacobian matrix. Some of these factors include the design of the
manipulator, the kinematic model used, the length and angular units used, and the size of the
manipulator. All three searches were written in MATLAB.

6.2.1 Elimination Search
The elimination search provides a simple and effective method to determine the subset of poses to
be used for calibration. The criterion is initially calculated with the entire pool of possible poses.
One pose is eliminated at each of the iterations until the desired number of poses remain in the
subset. In order to determine which pose should be removed at a given iteration, all of the poses
are systematically removed and then reinserted back into the possible set one at a time and the
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criterion is calculated for every case. The pose, which when removed results in the maximum
value of the criterion, is permanently removed from the set of possible poses and the next
iteration begins. The results of this method are repeatable and tend to converge to a good solution
out of the possible combinations. There is the possibility with this method that the solution is not
the optimal combination of the desired number of poses. This shortcoming is offset by the fact
that the evaluation time required for this is significantly faster than the exhaustive search which
does test every possible combination of poses. This allows for shorter computational time and
larger data sets can be used with the same computational power.

6.2.2 Random Search
A random search is a very simple search method that can quickly yield good results but also has
numerous drawbacks. The goal of the pose selection is to select a limited number of poses out of
a larger pool which results in a favourable pose selection criterion. At each iteration, this method
randomly selects the set of poses to be evaluated and the pose selection criterion is calculated.
After the desired number of iterations, the set of poses with the highest value for the pose
selection criterion is used for calibration. If a minimum acceptable value of the criterion is known
then the algorithm can stop once this value has been reached. This search algorithm has several
drawbacks. There is no way to know if the result is the optimal solution. If the aim is to find a set
of poses that has a high enough pose selection criterion value then this algorithm will work well.
It is very difficult to determine what value of the criterion is suitable. Additionally, because of
the random nature of the approach there is the chance that it will never choose a set of poses that
are good enough or the optimal solution.
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6.2.3 Exhaustive Search
An exhaustive search finds the combination of poses which result in the highest value of the pose
selection criterion. The exhaustive search does this by evaluating the pose selection criterion
value for every possible combination of poses. The advantage of this search is that the best
possible solution is found. This makes it easy to compare the sets of poses found using different
criteria and parameter scaling.

This method is very computationally intensive so the pool of

possible poses must be relatively small in order for the results to be obtained in a reasonable
amount of time without the use of supercomputing facilities.

6.3 Results and Discussion
The calculation of the pose selection criteria requires the augmented identification Jacobian
matrix to be formed followed by a singular value decomposition of this matrix. These singular
values are then used to calculate the appropriate pose selection criterion. This makes the
calculation of each of the criterion computationally expensive. In order to obtain results in a
reasonable amount of time, two different cases were established. The first case was to select 15
poses to be used for calibration out of a pool of 20. For the exhaustive search, this case took an
average of 4.6 hours to complete. This was the largest set of poses used for the exhaustive search
because adding additional poses to select from results in a significant increase in computation
time. For this case, the criterion results, poses selected, and calibration results are given in
Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2, and 6.3.3 respectively. Along with the exhaustive search these sections also
contain results using the random search and elimination search to provide a comparison. The
results were also obtained by selecting a set of poses randomly and then calculating the criteria
and calibration. In order to provide a baseline to compare the effectiveness of the searches this
was done multiple times and the results were averaged.
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A second case was established which selected 50 poses out of 100 possible poses. The exhaustive
search was not feasible based on the computational time so it was not included in these results.
Selecting 50 out of 100 poses was done to limit the computation time required for the elimination
search. The average computation time for this case to complete with the elimination search was
3.3 hours. The results for this case also contain the random search for comparison. Similar to the
previous case, the criterion values and calibration results are presented in Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.5
respectively. The lists of poses selected were not included because of the large number of poses
selected for each method.

The results in this chapter were obtained for model 1 of the four DOF experimental manipulator,
with the length units in metres and the angular units in radians. The choice of using metres and
radians as the units is discussed in Chapter 4 and tends to result in singular values of the
identification Jacobian matrix with less variation. Any factor that will affect the singular values of
the identification Jacobian matrix will affect the poses selected for calibration based on an
analysis of those singular values. Another example of a factor related to the length and angular
units is the size of the manipulator. As the size of the manipulator changes the values for the
length parameters change whereas the angular parameters remain constant. This means that the
length scaling should be adjusted or the length units should be appropriately chosen. The choice
of a different manipulator model or end-effector measurement would also affect the singular
values.
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The results in this section were obtained on a 2 GHz computer with 700 MB of RAM. The
computation time included in the results is given to provide a magnitude of the computation load
and not an exact measurement of the speed of each algorithm. The searches were not done under
identical conditions, and because of this there are significant differences between the times for the
same search using a different criterion. The actual calculation of the criterion should be a very
small part of the computational load so these deviations should be attributed to other processes
which may have been running on the computer during the calculation. The precision given for
some of the results in this section are beyond achievable through the measurements, however they
are given to provide additional information about the algorithm performance.

In general, six parameters can be identified based on each measured pose. Although this
manipulator is designed as a four degrees of freedom manipulator, six parameters can still be
identified from each measurement. This was confirmed by calculating the rank of the augmented
identification Jacobian matrix using only one pose. The simplest kinematic model, model 1,
contains 18 independent parameters so a minimum of three independent poses would be required
to determine the parameters in the absence of measurement noise and error. Similarly the most
complicated kinematic model, model 4, contains 23 independent parameters so with no
measurement noise and error four independent pose measurements are required. Although the
parameters could be determined from the minimum number of poses, better results can be
obtained using more poses. One main reason for using more poses is to minimize the effect of
measurement inaccuracy and noise on the calibration result.

Any inaccuracy in the pose

measurement will be carried directly into the parameter identification, which may be an illconditioned problem depending on the manipulator model and poses used. Adding additional
poses will tend to minimize the effect of the random measurement inaccuracies.
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The first case selects 15 poses when only three are mathematically required, assuming no
measurement noise. The second case of selecting 50 poses results in significantly more poses than
the first case. Some calibration results are presented in this chapter; however, a detailed
discussion of the calibration algorithm is given in Chapter 7. The calibration results are included
in this chapter as a means to help evaluate the effectiveness of the use of a pose selection criterion
and selection algorithm.

6.3.1 Criterion Results, 15 Poses from 20 Poses
The first pose selection case being examined is selecting 15 poses out of a pool of 20 poses. The
results for the criteria evaluated with all 20 poses and random sets of 15 poses are presented on
Table 6.1. In order to provide a suitable baseline, ten sets of 15 poses were randomly chosen
from the 20 and the criteria were calculated. This was done ten times and the averages, standard
deviation, maximum, and minimum values of the criteria are included to describe the data. It is
important to note that with a random sample of poses from the available pool the pose selection
criteria decreased on average when 15 poses were used compared to the full 20 poses.

Table 6.1: Baseline Criterion Results.
Full Set of 20

Random Set of 15 out of 20, 10 trials

Criterion

Value

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

6.531E–01

4.863E–01

2.796E–02

5.173E–01

4.225E–01

O2

8.327E–05

6.459E–05

1.661E–05

8.780E–05

3.521E–05

O3

8.709E–03

6.143E–03

1.527E–03

8.151E–03

3.658E–03

O4

7.252E–07

4.914E–07

1.620E–07

6.861E–07

1.326E–07

O5

7.145E–03

4.724E–03

1.327E–03

6.555E–03

2.483E–03
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The results of the criteria calculated from the poses selected using the elimination search are
given in Table 6.2. The initial criteria values are the result when all 20 poses are included. The
final criteria values are the results after the five poses have been eliminated. With the removal of
the poses, three of the investigated five criteria decreased. However, the criteria O2 and O4
increased. All five of the final criteria results are higher than the average results from randomly
selected sets listed on Table 6.1. This improvement shows the algorithm works as expected.
These results executed in an average time of approximately 39 seconds.
Table 6.2: Criterion Results Using an Elimination Search.

Criterion

Initial Criterion
Value

Final Criterion
Value

Computation Time

O1

6.531E–01

5.495E–01

39 s

O2

8.327E–05

1.079E–04

40 s

O3

8.709E–03

8.383E–03

38 s

O4

7.252E–07

9.032E–07

40 s

O5

7.145E–03

6.759E–03

37 s

The criteria results for the random search are given on Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Table 6.3 contains the
results after 10 iterations of the random search and Table 6.4 after 100. For both cases, ten trials
(data sets) were completed and the averages, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum are
displayed. As would be expected, the results for all of the criteria increase as more iterations of
the random search are used. Both the average and maximum results were lower for the random
search compared to the elimination search for all five criteria.
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Table 6.3: Criterion Results Using a Random Search with 10 Iterations.
Random Set of 15 out of 20 poses, 10 trials (data sets)
Criterion

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

5.178E–01

1.107E–02

5.327E–01

4.942E–01

O2

9.921E–05

3.672E–06

1.040E–04

9.291E–05

O3

7.682E–03

3.792E–04

8.193E–03

6.956E–03

O4

7.222E–07

7.455E–08

8.671E–07

6.344E–07

O5

6.193E–03

3.074E–04

6.576E–03

5.726E–03

Table 6.4: Criterion Results Using a Random Search with 100 Iterations.
Random Set of 15 out of 20 poses, 10 trials (data sets)
Criterion

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

5.312E–01

7.078E–03

5.472E–01

5.234E–01

O2

1.050E–04

1.394E–06

1.068E–04

1.019E–04

O3

8.175E–03

6.021E–05

8.323E–03

8.113E–03

O4

8.575E–07

1.968E–08

8.837E–07

8.154E–07

O5

6.583E–03

8.209E–05

6.692E–03

6.410E–03

Table 6.5 contains the results for the criteria from the exhaustive search. The initial value of the
criterion is the first set of 15 poses which was evaluated.

Following that all possible

combinations were evaluated and the results for the largest pose selection criterion are given as
the final values. The final results for each of the five criteria are the same using the exhaustive
and elimination search. This means that for this case, the elimination search did choose the
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optimal set of poses. The average computation time for the exhaustive search was 4.6 hours
which is over 400 times longer than the average time to complete the elimination search.

Table 6.5: Criterion Results Using an Exhaustive Search.

Criterion

Initial Criterion
Value

Final Criterion
Value

Computation Time

O1

4.848E–01

5.495E–01

3.52 hrs

O2

8.331E–05

1.079E–04

3.86 hrs

O3

6.500E–03

8.383E–03

3.98 hrs

O4

5.415E–07

9.033E–07

5.54 hrs

O5

5.361E–03

6.760E–03

6.07 hrs

6.3.2 Selected Poses, 15 from 20 Poses
For the first pose selection case, 15 poses are being selected out of a pool of 20. The results in this
section show the five poses which were removed for each criterion. Each pose in the pool of
possibilities was assigned a number from 1 to 20. The results for the random search are not
included because the poses selected are not consistent each time the search is completed. For each
of the five pose selection criteria, the sets of poses that are selected are based on an evaluation
criterion which is based on the singular values of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix.
Criteria O1 and O5 contain all of the singular values, O3 is only the minimum singular value, and
O2 and O4 contain the minimum and maximum singular values.

Table 6.6 contains the poses which were not selected using the elimination search for each
criterion. The poses listed on this table are given in the order which they were removed. This
order provides a measure of how much effect the pose has on the criterion because at each stage
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the pose is removed which results in the remaining poses having a maximum value of the
selection criterion. Poses 18 and 2 were eliminated based on all five criteria and pose 18 was one
of the first two removed for each criterion. Pose 2 however was removed first by three of the
criteria, second by another and last by O1. Poses 6 and 9 were removed by four of the criteria,
pose 16 by three, pose 4 by two, and poses 5 and 7 by only one. The sets of poses selected by the
criteria were different except for O3 and O4. These two criteria are most strongly influenced by
the minimum singular value so it is logical that they might result in a common set of poses.
Table 6.6: Elimination Search, Poses Not Selected.
Criterion

Poses Not Selected

O1

18

4

7

6

2

O2

18

2

6

9

5

O3

2

18

9

6

16

O4

2

18

9

6

16

O5

2

18

9

4

16

Similarly, Table 6.7 displays the results for the exhaustive search for each of the five criteria.
These results are displayed in ascending numerical order because the poses are not removed one
at a time as it is done in the elimination search. The poses selected using the exhaustive searches
are identical to those obtained from the elimination searches. This shows that the elimination
search works well and can arrive at the optimal set of poses. The fact that an optimal result was
achieved using the elimination search in this case does not guarantee an optimal solution will be
found for all cases. It was expected that the same poses were selected using both the elimination
and exhaustive search because the final criteria values were the same for both the exhaustive and
elimination search in Section 6.3.1.
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Table 6.7: Exhaustive Search, Poses Not Selected.
Criterion

Poses Not Selected

O1

2

4

6

7

18

O2

2

5

6

9

18

O3

2

6

9

16

18

O4

2

6

9

16

18

O5

2

4

9

16

18

6.3.3 Calibration Results, 15 Poses Selected from a Pool of 20
This section contains calibration results for the pose selection for the case where 15 poses are
selected out of a pool of 20 poses as was discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The calibration is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. The results are presented here as a means to evaluate the
pose selection criteria. The results in this section are based on experimental data which means
that only the ability to reduce the root mean square (RMS) of the end-effector pose error is
discussed and not the ability to determine the actual physical values of the parameters. The actual
values for the model parameters have been measured but are not known exactly so the ability to
improve the parameters is not measurable.

The pose selection and calibration is based on one set of 20 poses to select from therefore
definitive conclusions cannot be drawn as to the performance of the criterion in general. Selection
criteria O1 and O5 use all of the singular values thus it could be expected that they will be able to
perform the best at reducing the final RMS of the error after calibration. Criterion O3 is the
minimum singular value. Criterion O2 should tend to make the ability to identify the parameters
more uniform. Criterion O4 is a combination of O3 and O2.
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In order to provide a baseline to evaluate the performance of the criterion, calibration results were
obtained using a set of 15 poses randomly selected from the pool of 20 poses. This random
selection of poses and calibration was done 10 times and results of the calibration are presented in
Table 6.8. The average, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum are presented to describe
the results from the 10 sets of 15 poses randomly selected. The RMS of the error in translation
and rotation is reported in millimeters and degrees, respectively. Initial, final and verification
results are given for both the translational and rotational errors. The initial result is the error when
the nominal unadjusted manipulator model is applied to the measured poses. The final result is
the value of the error after the parameters have been adjusted to better fit the model to the
calibration poses. These updated model parameters are then applied to an independent set of
poses and the initial error is calculated. For the results presented in Table 6.8, 110 poses were
used for the verification. The verification provides the most important results because it is a
measure of how well the updated model tracks the manipulator pose through poses which were
not used for the calibration, as opposed to the final calibration results which describe how well
the model was adjusted to match that particular set of poses. In this case, the verification is also
preferable because a small number of poses were used for the calibration. The results for both the
translation and rotation are as would be expected. The initial level of error is decreased in the
final calibration results. The verification results are an improvement over the initial error;
however, they are not as good as the final calibration error.
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Table 6.8: Baseline Calibration Results.
RMS Translation (mm)

RMS Rotation (deg)

Initial

Final

Verification

Initial

Final

Verification

Full set
(of 20)

25.36

6.24

7.08

2.77

1.18

1.45

Average

25.32

6.30

7.32

2.79

1.15

1.45

Standard
Deviation

0.54

0.25

0.40

0.14

0.09

0.02

Max

26.03

6.64

8.07

3.00

1.29

1.51

Min

24.18

5.92

6.74

2.57

0.97

1.45

The calibration results for the poses selected based on the criteria are given in Table 6.9. The
same expected trend occurs for all of the criteria where the verification error is an improvement
from the initial error but not as good as the final error. The sets of poses selected through both the
exhaustive and elimination searches were identical. As this is only one trial, no conclusions can
be made about the pose selection criteria which can be extended to all situations. Along with this,
it is difficult to assess improvement because the changes are small and there are changes in both
the translation and rotation. All of the translation verification results show a slight improvement
over the average value of the random sets of 15 poses. The rotation results are near equal
although some of the selected poses result in up to 0.05 degrees additional error. Of the five
calibration results, the lowest error in translation was for O5 however it did not result in the
lowest error in rotation. The criterion O2 resulted in the lowest error in rotation but the highest
error in translation for the verification.
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Table 6.9: Calibration Results, Selected Poses for Exhaustive and Elimination Searches.
RMS Translation (mm)

RMS Rotation (deg)

Criterion

Initial

Final

Verification

Initial

Final

Verification

O1

25.52

6.66

6.89

2.56

1.13

1.50

O2

25.71

6.59

6.91

2.88

1.30

1.45

O3

25.83

6.50

6.80

2.89

1.28

1.46

O4

25.82

6.50

6.80

2.89

1.28

1.46

O5

25.76

6.30

6.73

2.79

1.18

1.47

6.3.4 Criterion Results, 50 from 100 Poses
In general an increase in the number of poses used for calibration increases the accuracy of the
calibration. This section discusses the results when 50 poses are selected from a pool of 100. It
is expected that this will improve the calibration results compared to the previous case of 15
poses because the measurement inaccuracy and noise should have less of an effect on the result.
Similar to the previous case, the values of the criteria and calibration results are examined. Due to
the large number of poses removed, the list of poses removed is not presented here. The
exhaustive search was not investigated because of the large computational requirements.

Table 6.10 shows the criteria results for the full set of 100 poses and for 50 poses randomly
selected out of the 100 poses. Ten different sets of 50 poses were selected randomly and the
averages, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum are displayed for each of the criteria.
These results show a drop in criteria value by approximately 50% when half of the poses are used
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for all criteria, with the exception of criterion O2, which remained nearly constant with a slight
increase.

Table 6.10: Baseline Criterion Results.
Full Set of
100

Random Set of 50 out of 100, 10 trials

Criterion

Value

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

3.183

1.530

8.431E–02

1.661

1.382

O2

9.479E–05

9.630E–05

1.238E–05

1.201E–04

8.034E–05

O3

4.990E–02

2.481E–02

2.069E–03

2.822E–02

2.079E–02

O4

4.730E–06

2.127E–06

8.396E–07

3.5318E–06

1.140E–06

O5

4.008E–02

2.008E–02

3.560E–03

2.550E–02

1.470E–02

The criteria results for the elimination search are given on Table 6.11. All of the final criteria
results increase compared to the average criteria from the random sets of poses. Criteria O1
(geometric mean), O3 (minimum singular value), and O5 (inverse summation) all decreased from
the full set of 100 poses. The other criteria, O2 (inverse condition number) and O4 (noise
amplification index), both increased as the poses were removed.
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Table 6.11: Criterion Results Using an Elimination Search.

Criterion

Initial Criterion
Value

Final Criterion
Value

Computation Time

O1

3.183

2.030

4.28 hrs

O2

9.479E–05

1.756E–04

2.75 hrs

O3

4.990E–02

4.573E–02

4.15 hrs

O4

4.730E–06

8.009E–06

2.73 hrs

O5

4.008E–04

3.444E–02

2.39 hrs

The criteria results for the random search after 10 and 100 iterations are given on Tables 6.12 and
6.13 respectively. Similar to the previous case, the results from the random search were not as
good as the results from the elimination search for all of the criteria.

Table 6.12: Criterion Results Using a Random Search, 10 Iterations.
Random Set of 50 out of 100, 10 trials (data sets)
Criterion

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

1.674

4.350E–02

1.759

1.615

O2

1.187E–04

7.212E–06

1.294E–04

1.056E–04

O3

3.194E–02

2.546E–03

3.455E–02

2.736E–02

O4

3.684E–06

4.878E–07

4.217E–06

2.841E–06

O5

2.402E–02

1.363E–03

2.633E–02

2.153E–02
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Table 6.13: Criterion Results Using a Random Search, 100 Iterations.
Random Set of 50 out of 100, 10 trials (data sets)
Criterion

Average

Standard
Deviation

Maximum

Minimum

O1

1.722

2.561E–02

1.772

1.686

O2

1.342E–04

5.159E–06

1.463E–04

1.268E–04

O3

3.482E–02

1.090E–03

3.702E–02

3.271E–02

O4

4.506E–06

2.604E–07

5.024E–06

4.155E–06

O5

2.625E–02

5.925E–04

2.756E–02

2.548E–02

6.3.5 Calibration Results, 50 from 100 Poses
In order to examine the effectiveness of the criteria with different numbers of poses the
calibration results for selecting 50 out of 100 poses is explored. These results can be compared to
Section 6.3.3 where the calibration results were presented for selecting 15 out of 20 poses. Table
6.14 contains calibration results to provide a comparison for the calibration results after the
elimination search. This table contains the calibration results for the full set of 100 poses. From
the full set, 50 poses were randomly selected and then used for the calibration. This was done ten
times and the average, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum of the calibration results are
included in the table. An interesting thing to note is that the verification of the RMS end-effector
error in translation was lower for the average of the 50 poses compared to the full set of 100
poses. This calculation was repeated and a similar result occurred.
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Table 6.14: Baseline Calibration Results.

RMS Translation (mm)

RMS Rotation (deg)

Initial

Final

Verification

Initial

Final

Verification

Full set
(of 100)

25.29

7.55

8.01

3.01

1.66

1.34

Average

25.27

5.89

7.13

3.05

1.66

1.34

SD

0.46

0.66

0.32

0.22

0.34

0.03

Max

25.90

6.91

7.72

3.53

2.49

1.44

Min

24.51

4.60

6.57

2.72

1.27

1.32

Table 6.15 contains the calibration results from the elimination search. The RMS of the endeffector pose error for all of the criteria and the average of the baseline calibration results have
almost the same value. The spread for the RMS of the end-effector verification error for
translation was 0.66 mm and the spread of the rotation was 0.01 degrees. For all of the criteria,
the verification results for translation were slightly worse than the average baseline results. This
means that using the criteria resulted in a worse calibration compared to randomly choosing the
poses. The results for the verification RMS of the rotation error are very close to the same value.
Although the criteria did not perform well, the difference between the average and criteria results
are very small. With only one trial it is difficult to make any conclusive statements. A simulation
was created in order to investigate this further and is discussed in the next section.
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Table 6.15: Elimination Search Calibration Results.
RMS Translation (mm)

RMS Rotation (deg)

Criterion

Initial

Final

Verification

Initial

Final

Verification

O1

25.38

7.36

7.88

3.11

1.72

1.33

O2

26.26

6.69

7.41

3.05

1.81

1.32

O3

26.034

6.69

7.22

3.19

1.86

1.33

O4

26.26

6.69

7.41

3.05

1.81

1.32

O5

26.04

6.26

7.49

3.03

1.61

1.32

6.4 Pose Selection Simulation
In the previous sections the five pose selection criteria were applied to the experimental
measurements of the four DOF manipulator. In order to evaluate the criteria only a reduction in
the RMS of the verification error can be used. How accurately the parameters are determined
cannot be used because the exact values of the model parameters are unknown. The results for the
verification of 50 poses selected from 100 poses show a worse performance using any of the
criteria compared to randomly selecting the poses. This poor performance may have been caused
by the criteria selecting poses which improve the geometric calibration, but are subject to
increased measurement error due to their position and orientation. This increased measurement
error might outweigh any improvement in the conditioning of the parameters identification
problem. Additionally, there is little difference between any of the results so the large number of
poses might negate the effects of choosing a different set of poses. In order to objectively
evaluate the criteria and the number of poses used, a simulation was performed.
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Figure 6.1: Two Degrees of Freedom Planar Manipulator

A two degrees of freedom serial planar manipulator, as seen in Figure 6.1, was used for the
simulation. This manipulator has two revolute joints and two links. The pose of end-effector
corresponds to two translations on the plane of motion, i.e. the x and y coordinates of the endeffector. The kinematic model for this manipulator contains four parameters. Two rotational
parameters are used to describe a zero offset in the joint measurement. Radians are used for
measuring rotational parameters and the joint angles were restricted to one full rotation. Two
length parameters are used to describe the two link lengths. Each link length is one unit. The
actual size of the manipulator is irrelevant as different units could be used to measure the length
parameters. For example, if the manipulator was small each link could be one centimetre and if
the manipulator was larger each length could be one meter. The rotation is unaffected by any
change in size of the manipulator. In order to confirm that one unit was a suitable measurement
for the length parameters, the singular values of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix
were examined. The inverse condition number was calculated using lengths of 0.1, 1, and 10
units. The link length of one unit resulted in the largest inverse condition number so it was
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selected to be used for the simulation. The two degrees of freedom planar manipulator was
chosen for the simulation instead of the experimental manipulator to reduce the computation time.

The forward kinematic model was developed for the planar manipulator which relates the two
joint angles to the x and y position of the end-effector. In the simulation, a set of random joint
angles is generated and from these joint angles the corresponding poses are calculated using the
forward kinematic model.

The poses were then used to calculate the effectiveness of the

calibration. This process was repeated multiple times and the results were averaged. The outline
of the simulation is:
1. Loop n times
a. Generate m number of random joint displacements
b. Calculate m corresponding end-effector poses for each joint displacements using the
kinematic model
c. Add normally distributed noise to the joint angles
d. Add normally distributed noise to the end-effector poses
e. Select d sets of joint angles and corresponding end-effector poses to be available for
calibration
f.

Select the remaining (m – d) sets of joint angles and end-effector poses to be used for
verification

g. Loop l times
i.

Randomly select k out of the d poses
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ii.

Form the augmented identification Jacobian matrix

iii.

Calculate the singular values of the augmented identification Jacobian
matrix

iv.

Calculate each of the pose selection criteria

v.

Add normally distributed noise to the kinematic model

vi.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error prior to calibration

vii.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error after calibration

viii.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error with the calibrated
parameters and the verification poses

ix.

Calculate the error between the calibrated parameters and true parameter
values

h. Average the results for each of the criteria
i.

Average the calibration results (average kinematic parameters error and RMS of the
end-effector pose error)

j.

Loop for each criterion
i.

Apply the elimination search to keep k out of d joint displacements and the
corresponding poses

ii.

Store the last criterion value

iii.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error prior to calibration

iv.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error after calibration
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v.

Calculate the RMS of the end-effector pose error with the calibrated
parameters and the verification poses

vi.

Calculate the error between the calibrated parameters and true parameter
values

2. For each criteria, average the averaged baseline results
3. For each criteria, average the elimination search results

In the algorithm, the user specifies: the number of poses which are available for calibration, the
number of poses selected for the calibration, the number of poses used for verification of the
calibration, and the number of times the process is iterated with the results being averaged. In
this simulation, the standard deviation for the normally distributed noise is added to: each joint
angle, and each component of the end-effector pose, and the parameters in the kinematic model
(link lengths and joint offsets) with a value of 0.1.

The results in this section were obtained on a 2 GHz computer with 700 MB of RAM. The
computation time included in the results is given to provide a magnitude of the computation load
and not an exact measurement of the speed of each algorithm. The searches were not done under
identical conditions. The simulation was written using MATLAB. Unless otherwise stated length
units will be given in millimetres and rotation units will be given in degrees.

Four cases were analyzed with different numbers of poses used for calibration. The results for
case 1 were averaged 50 times and the results for cases 2, 3, and 4 were averaged 20 times. The
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result for case 1 was initially completed with an average of 20 iterations. The results for this case
are significantly different than the other cases so it was then completed with 50 iterations. The
results from 50 iterations correspond well to the results from 20 iterations and the results for the
50 iterations are presented in this section. The kinematic model has four parameters to be
identified. Each pose is a measurement of the x and y components of the end-effector position.
This means that the minimum number of measurements which can be used to identify the four
parameters is two, assuming there is no measurement error and noise. Case 1 uses two poses for
calibration, case 2 uses five poses, case 3 uses ten poses, and case four uses 20 poses. The
simulation variables for each of the cases are outlined on Table 6.16.
Table 6.16: Cases for Simulated Pose Selection.
Case #

1

2

3

4

# of Poses Available

10

10

20

40

# of Poses Selected

2

5

10

20

# of Poses for
Verification

20

20

20

40

# of Averaged
Calculations

50

20

20

20

Computation Time

19.7 hrs

2.8 hrs

4.0 hrs

37.0 hrs

The baseline results for each criterion are given in Table 6.17. These results are the average
evaluation of the criteria for each of the cases with the poses randomly selected. The initial and
final criterion results for the elimination search applied to each of the cases are shown in Table
6.18. In each of the cases, the final results for the criteria after the elimination search is larger
than the criteria calculated from the randomly selected poses as was expected.
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Table 6.17: Averaged Baseline Criteria Results.
Case

1

2

3

4

O1

8.567E–01

2.720E+00

5.665E+00

1.164E+01

O2

4.788E–02

7.872E–02

8.212E–02

8.876E–02

O3

4.331E–01

1.750E+00

3.816E+00

8.159E+00

O4

3.214E–02

1.478E–01

3.275E–01

7.343E–01

O5

2.439E–01

9.350E–01

1.993E+00

4.229E+00

Table 6.18: Averaged Criteria Elimination Search Results.
Case

1

2

3

4

Initial O1

5.698E+00

5.665E+00

1.158E+01

2.350E+01

Final O1

1.163E+00

2.940E+00

5.932E+00

1.189E+01

Initial O2

8.639E–02

8.577E–02

8.703E–02

9.051E–02

Final O2

1.030E–01

1.254E–01

1.280E–01

1.384E–01

Initial O3

3.907E+00

3.846E+00

8.087E+00

1.669E+01

Final O3

8.777E–01

2.379E+00

4.787E+00

9.911E+00

Initial O4

3.455E–01

3.379E–01

7.219E–01

1.519E+00

Final O4

8.822E–02

2.978E–01

6.220E–01

1.365E+00

Initial O5

2.039E+00

2.025E+00

4.172E+00

8.619E+00

Final O5

4.265E–01

1.113E+00

2.239E+00

4.519E+00

The averaged baseline RMS calibration results are given in Table 6.19. These results show the
RMS of the end-effector pose error prior to calibration, after calibration with the calibration data,
and using an independent set of data to verify the calibration improvements. The results were
obtained using the same randomly selected pose sets as the baseline criteria results in Table 6.17
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and were averaged between multiple trials. The verification error in this table can be used to
compare to the verification error using elimination search for the criteria. From the table, it can be
seen that adding additional poses decreases the RMS of the verification error. As the number of
poses increases, the improvement gained by adding additional poses decreases. The RMS of the
end-effector error results are given for each of the criteria in Table 6.20. This table contains the
initial, final, and verification error for each of the criteria applied to each of the cases. Only the
position was included in the pose of the manipulator for this simulation. This allows for a single
value to describe the pose error and eliminates the problem associated with relating the error in
position and the error in rotation.
Table 6.19: Averaged Baseline RMS Calibration Results.
Case

1

2

3

4

Initial RMS (mm)

2.101E–01

2.101E–01

2.208E–01

2.247E–01

Final RMS (mm)

6.971E–05

1.159E–01

1.420E–01

1.530E–01

Verification RMS
(mm)

7.149E–01

1.893E–01

1.662E–01

1.646E–01
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Table 6.20: Averaged RMS Calibration Results.

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

Case

1

2

3

4

Initial RMS (mm)

1.934E–01

2.005E–01

1.940E–01

2.202E–01

Final RMS (mm)

2.510E–07

1.194E–01

1.292E–01

1.495E–01

Verification RMS (mm)

2.527E–01

1.810E–01

1.659E–01

1.624E–01

Initial RMS (mm)

2.170E–01

2.071E–01

1.973E–01

1.977E–01

Final RMS (mm)

3.036E–07

1.100E–01

1.301E–01

1.451E–01

Verification RMS (mm)

3.111E–01

1.912E–01

1.630E–01

1.660E–01

Initial RMS (mm)

2.077E–01

2.061E–01

2.017E–01

1.999E–01

Final RMS (mm)

1.821E–06

1.082E–01

1.303E–01

1.428E–01

Verification RMS (mm)

1.200E+00

1.871E–01

1.616E–01

1.653E–01

Initial RMS (mm)

2.110E–01

1.962E–01

2.272E–01

2.059E–01

Final RMS (mm)

2.711E–07

1.132E–01

1.293E–01

1.405E–01

Verification RMS (mm)

3.527E–01

1.846E–01

1.655E–01

1.646E–01

Initial RMS (mm)

1.998E–01

2.125E–01

2.040E–01

2.118E–01

Final RMS (mm)

2.968E–07

1.211E–01

1.322E–01

1.500E–01

Verification RMS (mm)

2.478E–01

1.796E–01

1.682E–01

1.637E–01

The verification error provides a good measure of how accurately the calibrated manipulator will
perform, but it does not measure how accurately the model parameters were identified. In
experimental work, it can be difficult to measure the model parameters. In this simulation
however, the exact model parameters are known so it is easy to calculate how accurately the
model parameters were identified. The baseline results for the average error in the model
parameters are given in Table 6.21 for each case. The results show the average length parameter
error, the average rotational parameter error, and the combined average parameter error. To
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calculate the combined average parameter error, no scaling was done to adjust how the length or
angular parameters are related. This combined average parameter error was calculated in order to
provide a single measurement of how well the parameters were identified. Similar to the
verification RMS, these results show that as more poses are included the parameter error
decreases. Also when a larger number of poses are included, adding additional poses has less of
an effect. The results for the parameter error for each case when each of the criteria is applied are
given in Table 6.22.

Table 6.21: Averaged Baseline Parameters Calibration Results.
Case

1

2

3

4

Average Length Parameter
Error (mm)

5.385E–01

5.678E–02

3.558E–02

2.782E–02

Average Rotation Parameter
Error (deg)

2.339E–01

7.120E–02

4.747E–02

3.391E–02

Average Parameter Error

3.862E–01

6.399E–02

4.153E–02

3.086E–02
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Table 6.22: Averaged Parameter Calibration Results.

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

Case

1

2

3

4

Average Length Parameter Error

9.486E–02

4.139E–02

3.161E–02

2.655E–02

Average Rotation Parameter Error

1.233E–01

6.610E–02

4.264E–02

3.045E–02

Average Parameter Error

1.091E–01

5.375E–02

3.712E–02

2.850E–02

Average Length Parameter Error

1.461E–01

4.783E–02

3.585E–02

2.814E–02

Average Rotation Parameter Error

1.383E–01

6.437E–02

3.262E–02

3.153E–02

Average Parameter Error

1.422E–01

5.610E–02

3.424E–02

2.983E–02

Average Length Parameter Error

1.069E+00

4.316E–02

3.571E–02

3.275E–02

Average Rotation Parameter Error

1.918E–01

6.513E–02

3.315E–02

3.202E–02

Average Parameter Error

6.305E–01

5.414E–02

3.443E–02

3.239E–02

Average Length Parameter Error

1.649E–01

4.502E–02

3.774E–02

3.052E–02

Average Rotation Parameter Error

1.566E–01

5.794E–02

3.587E–02

3.213E–02

Average Parameter Error

1.607E–01

5.148E–02

3.680E–02

3.133E–02

Average Length Parameter Error

1.068E–01

3.658E–02

3.456E–02

2.954E–02

Average Rotation Parameter Error

1.120E–01

5.998E–02

3.864E–02

2.880E–02

Average Parameter Error

1.094E–01

4.828E–02

3.660E–02

2.917E–02

In order to summarize the previous results, Table 6.23 was created. This table shows the
percentage change in the RMS of the verification error for each of the criteria compared to the
baseline for that case. The average percentage change is then calculated for each criterion over all
of the different cases. From the table, it is easy to see that the majority of the change is in the first
case which includes the minimum number of poses used for calibration. The percentage change
spans from a minimum of –67.87% for O3 to a maximum of 65.34 for O5. The amount of change
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decreases dramatically as more poses are added. The results for case 1 for O3 show that using this
criterion causes the performance of the calibration to be decreased.

Table 6.23: Percentage Change from the Baseline of the Verification RMS for Each Case.
Case

1

2

3

4

Average

Baseline

0

0

0

0

0

O1

64.65

4.36

0.18

1.32

16.43

O2

56.49

–1.00

1.89

–0.84

12.27

O3

–67.87

1.18

2.76

–0.41

–2.87

O4

50.67

2.47

0.40

–0.01

14.91

O5

65.34

5.11

–1.21

0.55

13.55

The results for the percent change in the parameters are displayed on Table 6.24. These results are
similar to the results for the percentage change in the RMS of the verification error. The spread is
the largest for case 1 and it decreases significantly as more poses are added. The results for O3 in
case 1 show a significant decrease in performance compared to randomly selected poses for both
the verification error and parameter error.

With this particular set of conditions, it is not

recommended to use O3, which is the minimum singular value of the augmented identification
Jacobian matrix, as a pose selection criterion. If few poses are used it will decrease the calibration
accuracy and if many poses are used there is only a small difference between all of the results.
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Table 6.24: Percentage Change from the Baseline of Average Parameter Error for Each
Case.
Case

1

2

3

4

Average

Baseline

0

0

0

0

0

O1

71.76

16.00

10.61

7.65

25.08

O2

63.18

12.33

17.55

3.34

21.41

O3

–63.26

15.38

17.09

–4.93

4.86

O4

58.38

19.55

11.38

–1.50

22.95

O5

71.67

24.55

11.86

5.49

24.40

The results for the RMS of the verification error for the four cases plus additional cases are given
in Figure 6.2. The error is plotted against the number of poses divided by the minimum number of
poses required for calibration which is two for this two DOF manipulator. This is considered
instead of just the number of poses so that it is easier to compare it to the experimental results.
The two cases which were explored experimentally were using 15 and 50 poses for calibration.
This was completed for model 1 of the manipulator. The simulated results in Figure 6.2
correspond well to the experimental results. In both cases, using any of the criteria for pose
selection has a very small effect. According to the simulation, the criteria have the greatest effect
when few poses are used; however the calibration results are improved by using a larger number
of poses. These results do explain why the pose selection criteria had a very small effect in the
pose selection for the experimental manipulator.

The results for parameter error are given on Figure 6.3. These results are also plotted against the
number of poses used divided by the minimum number of poses required. In the experimental
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calibration, the actual values for the parameters are not exactly known so these simulation values
cannot be compared to the experimental results. The simulation results make logical sense that as
more poses are included for the calibration the results approach a maximum accuracy level for a
given level of noise. As this maximum level of accuracy is approached by adding more poses the
effectiveness of the pose selection criteria should be and is decreased.
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Figure 6.2: Verification Error vs Number of Poses/Minimum Number of Poses Required
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Figure 6.3: Average Parameter Error vs Number of Poses for Calibration

6.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the use of criteria to select a set of poses which would improve the calibration
accuracy was examined. In this work, a number of poses are selected to be used for calibration
out of a larger pool of possible poses. Five different criteria have been suggested in the literature
and were explored in Section 6.1. Along with the different criteria, three different search methods
were evaluated and the results were compared to a randomly selected set of poses as a baseline
result. The random selection of poses was done repeatedly and the results were averaged to
provide a consistent comparison point.
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Each of the criteria was applied to the experimental manipulator using 15 and 50 poses. The
results showed a relatively small change to the RMS of the verification error when the criterion
was used to select the poses compared to a randomly selected set.

For the case of selected 15

poses, all three search algorithms were applied and the results for the elimination search were the
same as the results for the exhaustive search. This one case does not prove that they will always
be the same however it does suggest that the elimination search will yield good results.

From the experimental results, it is impossible to say that any of the criteria yield better results
compared to randomly selecting the poses. In order to better understand the effect that the pose
selection criteria have on the calibration accuracy, a simulation was carried out. This simulation
used a two degrees of freedom planar manipulator for computational reasons. The simulation
was repeated multiple times where the pose selection was applied with a randomly generated pool
of poses to choose from. Noise was added to the pose measurements, joint angle measurements
and the model parameters. Calibration was then completed for each case and the results (RMS of
the end-effector pose error and parameter error) were averaged. The RMS of the verification
error was used as one measure to evaluate the effectiveness of the calibrations and could be
compared to the experimental results. The simulation also allowed for the accuracy that could be
determined for the model parameters and can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of the
calibration.

The simulation results show that when the minimum number of poses for calibration are used the
criteria have a large effect. The results from criterion O3 were worse than not using any selection
criteria for this case. The other criteria all show a significant improvement. Using the minimum
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number of poses (assuming no measurement error) can result in an updated model which has
worse parameters than are originally estimated depending on the conditions. As additional poses
are added, the criteria do not have a large effect. Furthermore, as additional poses are added the
results tend to improve and approach a maximum level of calibration accuracy that is possible for
the given manipulator and noise level. For this reason, it is preferable to use a larger number of
poses rather than apply a pose selection criterion and use fewer poses. If the situation dictates
that very few poses must be used then all of the criteria are somewhat effective except for the
minimum singular value which decreased the accuracy of the calibration. These results and
conclusions were obtained using the simulation of one planar two degrees of freedom
manipulator at one level of noise. The simulation does help explain why the criteria were not
effective for the experimental results.

Although the calibration algorithm was used to evaluate how effectively the pose selection
criteria performed, it was not fully explained in this chapter. Chapter 7 will review the theory
behind the calibration as well as explain the calibration algorithm that was used. In order to
explore the individual effects of some of the experimental conditions, a simulated calibration is
used in Chapter 7. This simulation uses the model for the experimental manipulator and attempts
to recreate the experimental conditions as accurately as possible.
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Chapter 7
Calibration
The previous chapters provided theory and analysis which support the calibration. The kinematic
modelling for the manipulator was discussed in Chapter 3. Four models of varying complexity
were developed. The selection of an independent set of parameters from the kinematic models
was discussed in Chapter 4. The experimental procedure and equipment were discussed in
Chapter 5. The experimental procedure describes how the end-effector pose and joint angles
were measured and how some data was eliminated to improve the calibration data.

The

equipment described includes the encoders on the manipulator measuring the joint angles as well
as the vision system used to track the end-effector pose.

Applying pose selection criteria to determine an optimal set of poses to be used for calibration
was explored in Chapter 6. Although the pose selection criteria do have an effect on the
calibration when few poses are used, the criteria do not have a large effect when a larger number
of poses are used. Furthermore using a larger number of poses results in a better calibration
compared to using fewer poses even if the pose selection criteria are used. This means that the
best results are obtained using a large number of poses and the pose selection criteria does not
have a large effect. The kinematic calibration of the constraining linkage of the four degrees of
freedom manipulator is discussed in this chapter. Section 7.1 presents general background
information regarding calibration. The experimental calibration is in Section 7.2. In order to
better understand the calibration results, a simulated calibration is presented in. The aim of
Section 7.3 is to simulate the effect of measurement noise and error on the calibration results.
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7.1 Calibration Theory
There are three basic levels of robotic calibration: joint level, geometric or kinematic, and nongeometric. Joint level calibration considers each of the joints independent of the rest of the
manipulator and is discussed in Chapter 5. This level of calibration is used to obtain the
parameters for the joint displacement measurement. The second level of calibration is kinematic
or geometric and considers the geometry of the manipulator. This level of calibration is the main
focus of this thesis. The third level of calibration is non-geometric and is not the main focus of
this thesis.

There are four main steps involved in the calibration of a manipulator. The first step is to create a
model of the manipulator using independent parameters.

The second step is to take

measurements. In this work the measurements are taken with a Polaris tracking system. The third
step is to use the measurements to adjust the model parameters to better fit the measurements.
The fourth step is to apply the updated model parameters to control the manipulator and is not
discussed in this thesis.

A calibration routine was written to geometrically calibrate the manipulator using MATLAB.
This routine calculates the error between the end-effector poses measured with the external
motion tracking system and the poses calculated with the kinematic model using the joint encoder
readings. Along with the geometric parameters, the model also contains joint offsets for the
encoders. These encoder offset parameters are necessary because relative encoders are used on
the manipulator. This means that all of the measurements are based on the position when the
controller is initialized, which is set by hand. During the data collection, the first measurement is
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taken approximately at the zero configuration of the manipulator so the value of the calibrated
offset should be small. The zero configuration of the manipulator occurs when the end-effector is
fully extended to its lowest vertical position. In this position all of the joints have zero rotation.

A nonlinear minimization technique is then used to minimize the total error by adjusting the
geometric parameters. In this case the fmincon function in MATLAB is used. This is a
constrained minimization routine. The maximum number of function evaluations was set to
10,000. The large scale algorithm was off, and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was on. The
geometric parameters are constrained to be between a minimum and maximum value based on the
accuracy of the measurement taken to determine the nominal parameters. The translational and
rotational parameters of the manipulator are constrained respectively to be within 10.00 mm and
5.73 degrees (0.10 radians). The pose of the end-effector is tracked with respect to a fixed world
reference frame which is located at the Polaris tracking system. The Polaris tracking system is
located in front and above the manipulator so it is looking downward toward the workspace of the
manipulator. The first frame of the kinematic model of the manipulator is at joint J1. The
measurement from the fixed reference frame located at the Polaris tracking system to the first
joint is less accurate than the other measurements. To compensate for this lower level of
confidence, the constraints for this transformation are taken as 20 mm for translation and 11.46
degrees (0.20 radians) for rotation.

7.2 Experimental Calibration
The experimental calibration was carried out using poses measured as described in previous
chapters. A total of 261 poses were used for calibration and 110 poses were used for verification
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of the calibration. For each measurement, the end-effector pose is a vector of three translations
and three Euler angles. The root mean square error is calculated for all of the measured poses for
the difference between the measured pose and the pose calculated using the kinematic model and
the measured joint angles. This root mean square error is calculated for all three translations and
all three Euler angles. The three translation terms were scaled to be in the unit of metres. The
vector making up the scaled root mean square error values was combined to a scalar by
multiplying by its transpose. This scalar value is the objective function. The objective function,
or cost function, is minimized to find an optimal solution.

The calibration algorithm adjusts the model parameters so that the objective function is
minimized. By minimizing the objective function, the model parameters should be closer to their
actual values compared to their starting nominal values. How well the parameters are identified
cannot be measured because their actual values are not known so only the objective function can
be used to determine how successful the calibration is.

Four kinematic models were developed for the constraining mechanism of the experimental
manipulator. Models 1 and 2 treat the planar four-bar mechanism as a parallelogram and models
3 and 4 treat it as a planar four-bar mechanism. Models 2 and 4 include the misalignment of J1
with J4 and models 1 and 3 do not include the misalignment.

Each of the four models contain some parameters which are dependent on each other. In order to
use an independent set of parameters, some of the parameters are held constant. For model 1, the
parameters d 1 and a1 , which are the Denavit-Hertenberg parameters for joint J1, are held
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constant. For model 2, the parameters d 1 , a1 and  0 (modified Denavit-Hertenberg parameter)
are held constant. For model 3, the parameters d 1 , a1 and L1 held constant. For model 4, the
parameters d 1 , a1 ,  0 and L1 are held constant.

The root mean square (RMS) of the pose error for both translation and rotation are given for three
cases. The first case is with the initial nominal parameters prior to the calibration and the
calibration measurements. This provides a comparison to determine how effective the calibration
is. The second case uses the updated parameters and the calibration measurements. This shows
how well the model with updated parameters fits that particular set of poses. The third case
provides a verification of the calibration. The model with updated parameters is applied to an
independent set of poses. This indicates how well the model with updated calibrated parameters
fits the manipulator throughout its workspace. The precision given for some of the results in this
section are beyond achievable through the measurements, however they are given to provide
additional information about the algorithm performance.

The results of the pose error for the experimental calibration using model 1 are given in Table
7.1. The RMS of the initial end-effector pose error in translation is 25.76 mm and it was
decreased to 6.98 mm after the calibration which shows a substantial improvement. The
verification error is expected to be slightly higher than the calibrated error however in this case
the verification was slightly lower. The initial RMS of the rotation error is 2.94 degrees and that
was decreased to 1.40 degrees during the calibration. The verification error for rotation is 1.59
degrees which is lower than the initial but higher than the calibrated result as is expected.
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Table 7.1: Experimental Calibration, Model 1, RMS of the Pose Error.
Translation (mm)

Rotation (deg)

Initial

25.76

2.94

Calibrated

6.98

1.40

Verification

6.58

1.59

For model, 1 the changes in the calibrated parameters in the kinematic model are given in Table
7.2. The nominal values prior to calibration are given for all of the calibrated parameters. The
updated parameters after the calibration and the change from the nominal values are also
presented in the table. The parameters d 3 , a 3 and d 4 all reached their maximum amount of
change which is 10 mm for each of the parameters. The parameters can be measured more
accurately than 10 mm so this result shows that the algorithm is converging to incorrect
parameters. This may be caused by non-geometric factors, convergence to a local minimum, or it
may be an ill-conditioned identification problem.
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Table 7.2: Experimental Calibration, Model 1, Parameter Change.
Parameter

Nominal Value

Updated Value

Change

X (mm)

-603.87

-607.79

3.92

Z (mm)

-866.23

-871.84

5.61

Rx (deg)

-82.69

-83.88

1.19

Rz (deg)

-0.34

-2.46

2.12

 1 (deg)

0.00

0.28

0.28

 2 (deg)

0.00

-1.95

1.95

a 2 (mm)

607.90

601.59

6.31

d 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

a 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

d 4 (mm)

-104.85

-94.85

10.00

 4 (deg)

0.00

-1.68

1.68

a 6 (mm)

482.75

491.35

8.6

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.08

.08

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.27

0.27

 5 (deg)

0.00

-2.19

2.19

a 7 (mm)

118.60

118.62

0.02

 7 (deg)

0.00

-0.16

0.16

 7 (deg)

0.00

0.36

0.36
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Table 7.3 shows the RMS of the end-effector pose error for model 2. The results are similar to the
results for model 1. Using model 2 over model 1 caused a slight decrease in the end-effector pose
error considering the calibrated and verification results for translation and rotation. The
parameters changes for model 2 are given in Table 7.4. Similar to model 1, parameters d 3 , a 3
and d 4 all reached their maximum amount of change which is 10 mm.
Table 7.3: Experimental Calibration, Model 2, RMS of the Pose Error.
Translation (mm)

Rotation (deg)

Initial

25.76

2.94

Calibrated

5.97

1.36

Verification

5.70

1.58
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Table 7.4: Experimental Calibration, Model 2, Parameter Change.
Parameter

Nominal Value

Updated Value

Change

X (mm)

-603.87

-607.00

3.13

Z (mm)

-866.23

-871.81

5.58

Rx (deg)

-82.69

-84.22

1.53

Rz (deg)

-0.34

-1.14

0.8

 1 (deg)

0.00

0.24

0.24

 0 (deg)

0.00

0.61

0.61

 2 (deg)

0.00

-2.10

2.10

a 2 (mm)

607.90

600.54

7.36

d 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

a 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

d 4 (mm)

-104.85

-94.85

10.00

 5 (deg)

0.00

0.94

0.94

 5 (deg)

0.00

0.49

0.49

 4 (deg)

0.00

-1.69

1.69

a 6 (mm)

482.75

492.00

9.25

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.31

0.31

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.35

0.35

 5 (deg)

0.00

-2.27

2.27

a 7 (mm)

118.60

118.47

0.13

 7 (deg)

0.00

-0.07

0.07

 7 (deg)

0.00

0.25

0.25

Table 7.5 shows the RMS of the end-effector pose error for model 3. The results are similar to the
results for models 1 and 2. Using model 3 over model 1 made a very slight difference. The
calibrated translation error for model 3 was 0.01 mm higher than model 1. The verification
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translation error for model 3 was 0.02 mm lower than model 1. For rotation, the calibrated error
was 0.01 degrees lower than model 1 and the verification error was the same. The parameter
changes for model 3 are given in Table 7.6. Similar to models 1 and 2, parameters d 3 , a 3 and

d 4 all reached their maximum amount of change which is 10 mm.

The parameter a 6 also

reached its maximum change for model 3.
Table 7.5: Experimental Calibration, Model 3, RMS of the Pose Error.
Translation (mm)

Rotation (deg)

Initial

25.76

2.94

Calibrated

6.99

1.39

Verification

6.56

1.59
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Table 7.6: Experimental Calibration, Model 3, Parameter Change.
Parameter

Nominal Value

Updated Value

Change

X (mm)

-603.87

-606.50

2.63

Z (mm)

-866.23

-869.98

3.75

Rx (deg)

-82.69

-83.50

0.81

Rz (deg)

-0.34

-2.03

1.69

 1 (deg)

0.00

0.46

0.46

 2 (deg)

0.00

-2.12

2.12

a 2 (mm)

607.90

602.07

5.83

d 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

a 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

d 4 (mm)

-104.85

-94.85

10.00

 4 (deg)

0.00

-1.83

1.83

a 6 (mm)

482.75

492.75

10.00

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.35

0.35

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.19

0.19

 5 (deg)

0.00

-2.27

2.27

a 7 (mm)

118.60

118.72

0.12

 7 (deg)

0.00

-0.17

0.17

 7 (deg)

0.00

0.26

0.26

L3 (mm)

209.70

210.70

1.00

L4 (mm)

607.90

600.29

7.61

Table 7.7 shows the RMS of the end-effector pose error for model 4. The results are similar to the
results for other models. For translation, the results using model 4 are in between the results for
model 1 and model 2. For rotation, both the calibrated and verification results are the same as the
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results for model 2. The parameters changes for model 4 are given in Table 7.8. In this case only
parameter d 3 reached its maximum amount of change which is 10 mm.

Table 7.7: Experimental Calibration, Model 4, RMS of the Pose Error.
Translation (mm)

Rotation (deg)

Initial

25.76

2.94

Calibrated

6.25

1.36

Verification

5.85

1.58
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Table 7.8: Experimental Calibration, Model 4, Parameter Change.
Parameter

Nominal Value

Updated Value

Change

X (mm)

-603.87

-609.92

6.05

Z (mm)

-866.23

-872.99

6.76

Rx (deg)

-82.69

-84.02

1.33

Rz (deg)

-0.34

-1.21

0.78

 1 (deg)

0.00

0.11

0.11

 0 (deg)

0.00

0.55

0.55

 2 (deg)

0.00

-1.68

1.68

a 2 (mm)

607.90

599.94

7.96

d 3 (mm)

0.00

-10.00

10.00

a 3 (mm)

0.00

9.91

9.91

d 4 (mm)

-104.85

-98.38

6.47

 5 (deg)

0.00

0.92

0.92

 5 (deg)

0.00

1.20

1.20

 4 (deg)

0.00

-1.56

1.56

a 6 (mm)

482.75

489.80

7.05

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.08

0.08

 6 (deg)

0.00

0.33

0.33

 5 (deg)

0.00

-2.29

2.29

a 7 (mm)

118.60

119.98

1.38

 7 (deg)

0.00

-0.07

0.07

 7 (deg)

0.00

0.29

0.29

L3 (mm)

209.70

211.28

1.58

L4 (mm)

607.90

602.51

5.39
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From the experimental calibration a few observations can be made.

The pose error was

significantly reduced for both the translation and rotation using all of the models. Model 2
resulted in the lowest error for both translation and rotation. This result is unexpected as it would
seem logical that model 4 would have the lowest error because it contains all of the same
parameters as model 2 plus some additional parameters. Another interesting result is that for all
cases the verification error in translation was lower than the calibrated error. Only one set of
measured poses is presented in these results and if additional sets were used the overall trend
might be that the calibrated error would be lower than the verification error. Although the
calibration managed to reduce the error, there is still error remaining. Based on the measured
accuracy of the nominal model parameters, it is expected that the actual parameters are within the
maximum change allowed by the calibration constraints. Despite this, models 1 and 2 had three
parameters which reached their limits. Model 3 had four parameters which reached their limit
and model 4 had one. Although model 4 did not result in the lowest pose error the calibrated
parameters might be more accurate than the other models.

7.3 Simulated Calibration
Simulated calibration was completed for several reasons. Simulated calibration was used to
confirm that the calibration algorithm will return the parameters to the correct values when they
are perturbed from their correct value. The algorithm returned the parameters to the same
calibrated values regardless of the amount of perturbation to the parameters. Simulated
calibration can also be used to explore the effect that noise and errors in the experimental data
might have on the calibration results. In the simulation, the joint angles that were used for the
calibration in Section 7.2 are used. The corresponding end-effector poses are then calculated from
the joint angles using the forward kinematic model. These poses will be referred to as calculated
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end-effector poses and together with the corresponding joint angles they make up the data for the
simulation. Noise was then added to both the joint angles and calculated end-effector poses to
simulate the effect of various measurement inaccuracies and the calibration was completed. This
allows the effect of each source of noise on the calibration result to be determined. Using the
joint angles from the experimental calibration allows for the effect of the added noise in the
simulated calibration to be comparable to the experimental calibration.

The simulated calibration was carried out for each model when no error was added to the joint
angles or the calculated end-effector poses. For all four models, there is no end-effector pose
error both initially and after the calibration. If the calibration parameters are perturbed, then there
is an initial end-effector pose error but it is reduced to zero during the calibration and the
parameters are adjusted back to their correct values. This shows that the calibration algorithm is
able to successfully identify the calibration parameters when there are no measurement
inaccuracies.

The simulated calibration was carried out for each model with error added to the calculated endeffector poses in an attempt to model the error from the Polaris tracking system. The tracking
system is able to determine the pose of the end-effector by measuring the position of three
markers which are located on the end-effector. In order to add error to the position of each of the
three markers, the position of the markers with respect to the camera had to be calculated for each
of the calculated poses. Error with a standard deviation of 0.35 millimetres was added to each of
the positions. The pose of the end-effector was then calculated using these new marker positions,
creating calculated end-effector poses with simulated tracking error added. The error added to the
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position of the markers corresponds to the RMS accuracy published for the Polaris system by the
manufacturer. The addition of the simulated tracking system error to the calculated end-effector
poses creates RMS of the end-effector pose error to be 0.30 millimetres for translation and nearly
zero degrees for rotation when the nominal calibration parameters are used. The calibration is
unable to reduce this error and changes to the calibration parameters are small (0.02 mm or
smaller for translation and approximately zero for rotation).

The simulated calibration was completed to show the effect that the joint encoder resolution has
on the calibration results. This was done by using the calculated end-effector poses without
tracking system noise and adding noise to the joint angles. The encoder noise is a random
percentage of the encoder resolution. Table 7.9 shows the RMS of the end-effector pose error for
all four models when encoder noise was added to the joint angles. The initial RMS of the pose
error is 0.28 mm and 0.15 degrees for translation and rotation respectively. The calibrated error
for rotation is 0.08 degrees for all of the models except model 2 which was 0.09 degrees. Models
1 and 2 had similar calibrated translation error (0.91 mm and 0.92 mm). Models 3 and 4 had
calibrated translation errors of 0.44 and 0.41 respectively. The calibration routine minimizes an
objective function which combines both the translational and rotation errors. In this case, the error
in rotation was decreased and the translational error increased but overall the objective function
decreased. The choice of units used to represent the length and rotational parameters influences
the relative weight of the translation and rotation error. Table 7.10 shows the parameters with the
largest change for each of the models. Model 4 had the largest value for maximum change in
length and rotational parameter error which are 0.79 mm and 0.11 degrees respectively.
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Table 7.9: Simulated Calibration, Pose Error, Encoder Noise.
Initial

Calibrated

Trans (mm)

Rot (deg)

Trans (mm)

Rot (deg)

Model 1

0.28

0.15

0.91

0.08

Model 2

0.28

0.15

0.92

0.09

Model 3

0.28

0.15

0.44

0.08

Model 4

0.28

0.15

0.41

0.08

Table 7.10: Simulated Calibration, Parameter Error, Encoder Noise.
Max. Parameter Change

Model 1

Nominal
Value

Change

Parameter

Translation (mm)

482.75

0.08

a6

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.06

4

Translation (mm)

482.75

0.08

a6

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.05

5

Translation (mm)

-866.23

0.67

Z

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.10

5

Translation (mm)

0.00

0.79

d3

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.11

5

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

In order to analyse the effect of joint backlash a simulated calibration was carried out using the
calculated end-effector poses with no tracking system noise and with noise added to the joint
angles to represent the backlash. The backlash was measured for each of the joint angles to be
approximately ± 0.5 degrees for joints J1 and J2 and ± 0.25 degrees for joints J4 and J5. When the
error is added the initial RMS of the pose error is 6.43 mm and 0.35 degrees for translation and
rotation respectively. The calibration did not reduce the RMS of the pose error for translation or
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rotation. This is not a negative concern because the simulation started with the correct calibration
parameters values, so if it was able to reduce the error it would have to be accomplished by
adjusting the parameters away from their correct values. Table 7.11 shows the parameters with
the largest change for each of the models. Model 3 had the largest maximum length parameter
error which is 0.42 mm. Models 3 and 4 had the largest maximum rotation parameter error which
is 0.03 degrees.

Table 7.11: Simulated Calibration, Parameter Error, Joint Backlash.
Max. Parameter Change

Model 1

Nominal
Value

Change

Parameter

Translation (mm)

-104.85

0.19

d4

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.02

7

Translation (mm)

-104.85

0.19

d4

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.02

7

Translation (mm)

-104.85

0.42

d4

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.03

7

Translation (mm)

-104.85

0.41

d4

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.03

7

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

The results in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13 are from combining the noise from the joint encoder
resolution, joint backlash, and pose measurement accuracy in an attempt to quantify the combined
influences of several sources of error. Table 7.12 shows the RMS of the end-effector pose error
for all four models. The initial RMS of the pose error is 6.29 mm and 0.35 degrees for translation
and rotation respectively. The calibrated RMS of the pose error in translation is 6.26 mm for all
of the models except for model 4 which is 6.29 mm. The calibrated RMS of the pose error in
rotation is 0.34 degrees for all of the models. Table 7.13 shows the parameters with the largest
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change for each of the models. Model 3 had the largest maximum length parameter error which
is 1.10 mm. Model 3 and 4 had the largest maximum rotation parameter error which is 0.09
degrees.
Table 7.12: Simulated Calibration, Pose Error, Combined Measurement Error.
Initial

Calibrated

Trans (mm)

Rot (deg)

Trans (mm)

Rot (deg)

Model 1

6.29

0.35

6.26

0.34

Model 2

6.29

0.35

6.26

0.34

Model 3

6.29

0.35

6.26

0.34

Model 4

6.29

0.35

6.29

0.34

Table 7.13: Simulated Calibration, Parameter Error, Combined Measurement Error.
Max. Parameter Change

Model 1

Nominal
Value

Change

Parameter

Translation (mm)

0.00

0.78

a3

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.06

7

Translation (mm)

0.00

0.78

a3

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.06

5

Translation (mm)

0.00

1.10

a3

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.09

5

Translation (mm)

0.00

0.89

d3

Rotation (deg)

0.00

0.09

5

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Additional simulated calibrations were completed.

Choosing a different set of independent

parameters and using the same simulated data for calibration there is no effect on the RMS of the
pose error for the calibrated results which is expected. Additionally, when the parameters were
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perturbed prior to the calibration, with no noise and backlash, there is a high initial error and the
calibrated results are the same as the results when the parameters are not perturbed.

The simulated calibration attempts to model sources of experimental error to be able to determine
how accurately the parameters can be identified through the experimental calibration and how
large the end-effector pose error is expected to be. The encoder resolution, joint backlash, and
pose measurement were considered as sources of measurement noise. Of the three sources of
error, the joint backlash had the largest effect. All three were combined to provide the best model
of the expected experimental error. Considering model 1, the RMS of the end-effector pose error
after calibration for the experimental calibration is 6.98 mm and 1.40 degrees for translation and
rotation respectively. The simulation results for this case are 6.26 mm and 0.34 degrees. The
RMS of the pose error in translation is comparable, however the rotation is significantly smaller
for the simulation. The change in the parameters is also significantly smaller in the simulation.
The simulation results clarify a large portion of the experimental error after calibration. There
may be many additional sources of error to explain the difference between the simulation and
experimental results. The nominal parameters used in the experimental calibration are not
perfectly accurate, so it is expected that they would change more than the parameters in the
simulation. The measurement error may exceed those used in the simulation. There is additional
unmodelled error such as nongeometric error (link flexibility, etc.).

7.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the kinematic calibration of the 4 DOF experimental manipulator was discussed.
This was done using the four kinematic models presented in Chapter 3. Background information
on the calibration was presented in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 discussed the experimental calibration
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of the manipulator. The results show a significant improvement in the error in both translation
and rotation. The change in the calibrated parameters was slightly larger than expected in some
cases. In order to further analyze the calibration, a simulated calibration was completed. This was
done using the joint angles from the experimental calibration and then the corresponding poses
were calculated using the forward kinematic model.

Noise was added to the joint angles

representing the encoder resolution and joint backlash. Noise was added to the calculated poses
by adding suitable error to each of the calculated end-effector poses. Calibration was carried out
using this data in order to determine which source of error has the largest effect on the calibration
results and how much of the error in the calibration results is caused by these sources of error.
Joint backlash was the largest source of error and the three sources combined make a significant
portion of the error in the experimental calibration.
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Chapter 8
Summary, Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Work
8.1 Summary
This thesis is primarily concerned with the kinematic calibration of a four degrees of freedom
manipulator. This manipulator can translate in all three directions, however, it can only rotate in
one direction. This manipulator contains a planar four-bar mechanism along with two additional
links. Chapter 1 provided an introduction to this calibration problem. Chapters 2 was a review of
current literature related to kinematic calibration. The remaining chapters deal with the first three
steps required for calibration: modelling, measurement, and identification.

8.2 Discussion
The kinematic modelling used for this manipulator was discussed in Chapter 3. A combination of
Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) and modified DH (MDH) transformations were used to describe the
transformations between each of the links. The DH parameters were used for all of the
transformations except when the joint axis of two consecutive joints were parallel or nearly
parallel in which case the MDH parameters were used. Four models of varying complexity were
developed to describe the motion. The selection of an independent set of parameters to be used
for calibration from the kinematic models was discussed in Chapter 4. This was done by forming
the augmented identification Jacobian matrix and then calculating its rank. The rank of the
augmented identification Jacobian is the number of independent parameters in the current model
provided that a sufficient number of independent poses are used to form the augmented
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identification Jacobian. This was used to determine which parameters are not independent. Only a
set of independent parameters can be identified through calibration.

The experimental procedure was discussed in Chapter 5. This includes both the experimental
setup and the experimental procedure used to obtain the measurements. The experimental setup
discussed the accuracy of the measurement devices used in the calibration. The experimental
procedure described how the measurements were taken and how some of the measurements with
high error were eliminated. The use of a criterion based on the singular values of the augmented
identification Jacobian matrix to select the most optimal set of measurement poses was discussed
in Chapter 6. Five different criteria were applied to determine the set of poses which would allow
the model parameters to be most accurately identified. In order to better compare the criteria,
they were evaluated using a simulation and also applied to the experimental manipulator.

The actual calibration of the manipulator was discussed in Chapter 7. This was done using the
experimental data for each of the models. A significant level of error still remained after
calibration so the calibration was then simulated in order to determine the effect of measurement
noise on the results. The noise was added to simulate the encoder resolution, joint backlash, and
end-effector pose measurement error.

8.3 Conclusions
Four kinematic models were developed with different levels of complexity. The experimental
results showed only a small improvement occurred when the four-bar mechanism was treated as a
planar four-bar mechanism as opposed to a planar parallelogram mechanism. It is important to
only include an independent set of parameters to be calibrated in the model. Some parameters are
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dependent on each other. In a dependent set, it makes no difference on the final pose error which
parameter is included in the calibration.

The pose selection simulation showed that for the simulated two degrees of freedom manipulator
the best results occurred when a large number of poses were used regardless of the pose selection
criteria.

The pose selection criteria did have an effect when few poses were used for the

calibration; however adding more poses results in an improved calibration. These results were
only obtained for one manipulator so it cannot be concluded that the same behaviour will occur
for a different manipulator. Based on the literature reviewed there is no conclusive evidence
stating which pose selection criteria performs best in which conditions. There is also little
conclusive information regarding the effect the number of poses included has on the calibration
results.

The experimental calibration was able to reduce the end-effector pose error significantly for all
four kinematic models. This shows that the kinematic models do a good job at accurately
modelling the system and that the calibration algorithm is effective. A simulation of the
calibration was completed in order to determine the effect of different sources of measurement
noise on the calibration results. Encoder resolution, joint backlash, and end-effector pose
measurement accuracy were considered. The three sources of error combined were found to
make up most, but not all, of the experimental error. Of the three sources of error, joint backlash
was significantly larger than the other two so if a more accurate calibration is necessary then
efforts should be made to minimize the effects of the backlash first. This could be done by
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changing how the joint displacement is sensed on joints J1 and J2 or through other means to
estimate the backlash in a given pose.

8.4 Future Work
There are several different areas of potential future work. These can be broken down into:
improving the calibration of the current kinematic model, expanding the calibration to consider
other factors, practically applying the calibration results, and further research into the pose
selection criteria.

The calibration of the current kinematic model could be improved in several ways. As with any
measurement based activity, improving the measurement accuracy will improve the results.
Based on the simulation results it would be preferable to start by reducing the gear backlash.
Currently the manipulator is positioned in its zero position by hand when the manipulator is
started. This could be improved by either employing a rigid fixture to improve the accuracy of
the zero position or by conducting a joint level calibration at start up. If after these steps are
taken a more accurate calibration is required then improving the accuracy of the pose
measurement and joint angle measurement could be implemented.

The kinematic calibration only considers the geometry of the constraining linkage. The model
used for calibration could be expanded to include other factors. Nonlinear factors such as link
compliance and dynamic forces could be considered. The manipulator is actuated by motors on
both joints and wires. To improve control the wire mechanism could also be calibrated.
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Currently the kinematic calibration has been completed to determine the appropriate updated
model parameters. These parameters can now be applied to the control of the manipulator so that
the accuracy of the operation can be improved.

The area of pose selection for calibration could form a large area of future work. The literature
does not address most of the important practical questions conclusively regarding the pose
selection. These questions include: How many poses should be included in the calibration?
Which pose selection criteria should be applied? Should any pose selection criteria be applied or
should additional poses be used? The work in this thesis explores all of these questions in the
context of a single manipulator and simulation. Additional work is required before practical
guidelines could be established for all calibration problems.
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Appendix A
Differential Transformations5
Differential transformations were used in Section 4.1.3. They were applied to method 3 to
calculate the number of independent parameters in a kinematic model. Other methods require a
singular value decomposition of the augmented identification Jacobian matrix which is
computationally more expensive. This method was applied to calculate the relationship between
a change in the kinematic model parameters and a change in the translation and rotation of the
manipulator. Based on this information a parameter can be determined to be dependant or
independent. Only a set of independent parameters can be identified through calibration.

The homogeneous transformation matrix is denoted by A. The additive differential transformation
of A is defined as:
dA=A-A0
where A0 is formed using nominal kinematic parameters and A is formed with the actual
kinematic parameters. The multiplicative differential transformation of A is ΔA and is given by:
A0ΔA=A
The relationship between the additive and multiplicative differential transformation is given by:
ΔA=I+(A0)-1dA
The multiplicative differential transformation can be defined using dA:
DA=(A0)-1dA
The matrix DA takes the from:

5

Section based on Zhuang and Roth, 1996
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where d T  dx

dy dz  is a set of translational errors and  T  x y z  is a set of
T

T

rotational errors.
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